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Abstract
Optical fibers offer considerable advantages over bulk nonlinear media for the
generation of squeezed states. This thesis reports on experimental investigations of
reducing quantum noise by means of squeezing in nonlinear fiber optic interferometers.
Fibers have low insertion loss which allows for long interaction lengths. High field
intensities are easily achieved in the small cores of single mode fibers. Additionally, the
nonlinear process employed is self phase modulation or the Kerr effect, whose broad band
nature requires no phase matching and can be exploited with ultra-short pulses of high peak
intensity. All these advantageous features of fibers result in easily obtained large nonlinear
phase shifts and subsequently large squeezing parameters.
By the self phase modulation process a correlation is produced between the phase
and amplitude fluctuations of the optical field. The attenuated or squeezed quadrature has
a lower noise level than the initial level associated with the coherent state field before
propagation. The resulting reduced quantum noise quadrature can be utilized to improve
the sensitivity of a phase measuring instrument such as an interferometer.
Because the Kerr nonlinearity is a degenerate self pumping process, the squeezed
noise is at the same frequency as the pump field. Classical pump noise can therefore
interfere with the desired measurement of the quantum noise reduction. The most severe
noise process is the phase noise caused by thermally induced index modulation of the fiber.
This noise termed Guided Acoustic Wave Brillouin Scattering, or GAWBS, by previous
researchers is studied and analyzed. Experiments performed to overcome GAWBS
successfully with 'several schemes are described. An experimental demonstration of an
interferometric measurement with better sensitivity than the standard quantum limit is
described. The results lead to new understandings into the limitations of quantum noise
reduction that can be achieved in the laboratory.
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Chapter 1.0 Introduction
With progressing new technology the sensitivity of optical measurements has
improved to the point that many are limited only by fundamental quantum noise1'2'3
Optical communication systems using coherent detection have also approached the same
quantum limit 4,5,6. To further improve upon this limit we attempt to understand the
statistical nature of these fundamental fluctuations in the optical domain, and how they may
be manipulated. Many of the properties of quantum noise are analogous to thermal noise.
For situations involving sufficiently high intensities and thus large photon numbers, the
stochastic nature of both processes may be described as white gaussian noise. Thermal
fluctuations are excited in units of kT per mode, where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is
the temperature in Kelvin. Similarly, quantum fluctuations are produced in units of hv per
mode, where h is Heisenberg's constant and v is the frequency. At the high optical
frequencies the quantum noise level reaches measurable values that may be larger than the
thermal noise level and may adversely affect the accuracy of the desired measurement.
Unlike thermal noise quantum noise cannot be canceled or reduced with temperature since
it originates from the granular photon nature of light. We can however manipulate quantum
noise through the process of squeezing. Squeezing can be used to apply some modest
control over the quantum noise statistics. A nonlinear process is employed and the resultant
quantum noise is amplified along one quadrature direction with respect to the field and is
deamplified along the orthogonal direction. If in the reduced noise quadrature the level is
lower than the original unmanipulated noise level, the noise is said to be squeezed.
Squeezed noise can be used to improve the accuracy of a phase sensitive measuring device,
such as an interferometer, an optical gyroscope, or even a gravitational wave
detector7,8,9,10,11,12
The quantum uncertainty of the optical field translates into electronic noise when a
photodetector is used to measure the intensity. The resulting randomness of the
photocurrent is the shot noise, and its magnitude is directly related to hv. This is analogous
to the magnitude of thermal noise, namely kT per mode. Both noise processes appear in the
measurement, but at optical frequencies the shot noise is frequently larger than the thermal
noise and many optical system are routinely limited by shot noise.
Shot noise also appears in phase dependent measurements of a field's quadrature
amplitude. In such a measurement the signal field is coherently mixed with a local
oscillator field and as the relative phase between the two fields is varied, the quadrature
amplitude of the signal is projected to the output. Common detection schemes that can
measure this phase dependent noise, include homodyning and heterodyning techniques.
For a coherent state, the noise level is equal to the shot noise level regardless of the phase
since the noise is phase independent. When squeezed noise is measured with phase
sensitive detection, the observed noise level varies with the relative phase between the local
oscillator and the squeezed input. As this relative phase is changed, the local oscillator
alternately projects the amplified noise level which is larger than the shot noise, and the
reduced noise level which is lower than shot noise.
Theoretical investigations on the quantum statistical properties of light that evolve
through a nonlinear system date back to the beginning of quantum optics 13. It was shown
that the nonlinear process of parametric downconversion from an intense pump field into
signal and idler sideband modes produces nonclassical fields at these initially vacuum state
sideband modes 14,15. The initial pump photon is split into two correlated lower frequency
signal and idler photons originally termed the two photon state. In the simpler process of
degenerate parametric amplification with an undepleted pump, the vacuum state is
transformed via a Bogoliubov transformation into a squeezed vacuum state of minimum
uncertainty 16' 17. Yuen and Shapiro 18 were the first to propose an experimental scheme to
generate squeezed states via backward degenerate four wave mixing. Other proposals
followed suggesting squeezing in various nonlinear systems, including resonance
fluorescence 19,20,21, degenerate22,23,24 and non-degenerate2 5,26 ,2 7,28 ,29 four wave
mixing. One may equivalently think of the parametric amplifier squeezer as a phase
sensitive amplifier. The signal and its associated fluctuations are amplified along the
direction that is in phase with the pump field, and attenuated along the orthogonal direction.
At the output, the variance of the signal quadrature that is orthogonal to the pump, is lower
than its original vacuum level. The variance of the opposite quadrature is increased in
accordance with the uncertainty principle.
Researchers realized the benefit of squeezed states to phase sensitive measurements
limited by shot noise30,31. The concept of improving the sensitivity of an interferometer by
injecting squeezed light into the unused port of the interferometer was developed by
Caves 7. Theoretical work on quantum measurement theory and its application to
gravitational wave detectors, as well as prediction on the employment of squeezing in
communication systems drove researchers to generate squeezed states experimentally.
There are various methods for generating squeezed states. Two general types of squeezed
states have been demonstrated experimentally, the number and the quadrature squeezed
states. A number or amplitude squeezed state has reduced photon number noise and
enhanced phase uncertainty. Amplitude squeezing was proposed 32,33  and
demonstrated 34,35,36,37,38 with a negative feedback laser. A number of methods have been
employed to generate quadrature squeezed states including four wave mixing in atomic
vapors39,40, parametric amplifiers and oscillators41,42,43, intracavity frequency
doubling44,45, and the Kerr effect in optical fibers 46' 47. Several good review articles48'49on
squeezing have appeared in the past few years including special journal issues dedicated to
recent developments on the topic50 ' 51
Parametric amplification employs the second order nonlinear coefficient of the
material, X(2), and four wave mixing techniques rely upon the third order nonlinearity,
X(3), but it is also possible to generate a squeezed state via self pumping utilizing x(3)
without depending on the phase matched conditions. Such Kerr nonlinearity occurs in
amorphous silica of which optical fibers are composed. Although the magnitude of X(3) for
fibers is small, the small core diameter and long lossless propagation can combine to
provide a large accumulated nonlinear effect. This thesis will focus on the generation of
squeezed states via the x(3) nonlinearity in optical fibers. The organization is as follows. In
the remainder of Chapter 1 a review of the properties of coherent and squeezed states is
provided along with a discussion of how quantum noise enters an interferometric
measurement. In Chapter 2 the squeezing process in fibers with the Kerr nonlinearity is
described. The analysis is extended to include the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer
and measurement with a balanced homodyne detector. Chapter 3 reports on experimental
results of squeezing in a nonlinear fiber interferometer. The major limiting noise factor to
squeezing in fiber is an acoustic scattering process. The process termed Guided Acoustic
Wave Brillouin Scattering (GAWBS) and its affect on squeezing measurements is
described quantitatively in Chapter 4. In Chapters 5 and 6 experiments employing different
schemes to overcome GAWBS are described. Finally Chapter 7 examines the possibility of
improving the sensitivity of a fiber gyro with squeezed states.
1.1 Coherent and squeezed states
The quantum noise is a direct result of quantum mechanics and the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle. We cannot measure an electromagnetic field with arbitrary accuracy,
and this limit on the measurement precision manifests itself in the form of quantum noise.
When the harmonic oscillator energy levels of an electromagnetic field are quantized, the
resulting eigenstates are the number states. In each single mode number state, n photons are
excited. Single mode radiation can be described quantum mechanically as a special sum
over number states known as a coherent state. A laser operating far above threshold
generating a classical sinusoidal electromagnetic wave of fixed amplitude and phase
closely approximates a coherent state. The coherent state may be decomposed into its sum
of number states, and by using the number state density operator we can compute the
photon number statistics. The photon distribution statistics for a coherent state are
poissonian, meaning that the uncertainty in the number of photons is equal to the square
root of the mean number of photons. A similar uncertainty spread also exists for the phase.
A Heisenberg uncertainty relationship governs the product of the fluctuations in the
mode amplitude and phase. An equivalent uncertainty relationship exists between the
amplitudes of the field's two phase quadratures. Consider a classical electromagnetic field
described by two quadrature amplitudes, a1 and a2,
E (t) = a 1 cos (ot - kz) + a2sin (ot - kz) (1.1)
When the field is quantized, the two amplitudes a1 and a2 become noncommuting
operators. The quadrature amplitudes are conjugate observables and cannot be measured
simultaneously with infinite accuracy. By the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the product
of the mean square fluctuations of the operators &I and a2 must be greater than 1/16 in
normalized units52
2 2 1
The minimum uncertainty product is equal to 1/16, and for such a state we have,
(Aa) = (Aa) = (1.3)
when the two quadrature uncertainties are equal. For a coherent state, the uncertainty
relationship product turns out to be the minimum value allowed by quantum mechanics,
equal to that of the zero point fluctuations or the vacuum noise.
The statistical properties of the noise depend upon the process or Hamiltonian
involved in producing the optical field state. For example, light originating from a thermal
source or a chaotic source would exhibit different noise statistics. Coherent states are the
resulting quantum states of the radiation generated by an oscillating current sheet. The
mean electric field of a coherent state is a sinusoid in time, and its photon number
fluctuations obey the same poissonian statistics as in the semiclassical description for shot
noise. To describe the quantum noise associated with light quantitatively, the optical field
must be treated quantum mechanically. The quantum mechanical states that most closely
approximate the classical field produced by a laser operating far above threshold are the
coherent states.
A coherent state is the eigenstate of the annihilation operator a, with the complex
eigenvalue, ao. We can now use the coherent state operator to describe the quantum
mechanical electric field amplitude for a single mode plane wave of frequency co,
propagating along the z-direction,
-j (cot - kz)
E = ae( t + kz+ a e (1.4)
From Equation (1.4) it is clear that the annihilation and its hermitian conjugate, the creation
operator, correspond to the classical Fourier coefficients of the mode. The operators obey
the commutation relation,
[l, t] = 1 (1.5)
which consequently leads to an uncertainty relation. We can rewrite Equation (1.4) in terms
of the quadrature amplitudes as follows,
E = & lcos (ot - kz) +a 2sin (ot- kz) (1.6)
The quadrature amplitude operators must also satisfy a commutation relation which leads
to the Heisenberg uncertainty relation between their mean squared fluctuations as described
by Equation (1.2). A special case of coherent states is the zero mean amplitude state where
lal=0, known as the vacuum state. In accordance with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
fluctuations still exist and their magnitude must be equal to the minimum uncertainty value,
even for the vacuum state. These are known as the zero point fluctuations.
We see that to create a squeezed state, the coherent state is transformed such that
one of its quadrature's fluctuations, either Aa1 or Aa2 is lower than the minimum
uncertainty value. The squeezed state operator is defined in terms of a Bogoliubov
transformation48,52 b = ga + vat where g and v are complex numbers that obey the
relation 01121 2 = 1. By this transformation the minimum uncertainty relation is
preserved and the squeezed state operators obey the same commutation relation as the
coherent state operators,
[b, t] = 1 (1.7)
Depending on the relative phase between i and v, the squeezed state will have reduced
fluctuations in one quadrature below the fluctuations level of a minimum uncertainty
coherent state. Of course the fluctuations in the orthogonal quadrature of the squeezed state
will be larger so that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is maintained.
To generate a squeezed state the annihilation operator must somehow become
partially coupled to its hermitian conjugate. Classically we may think of a process that
transforms a part of the complex field amplitude into its complex conjugate and then
recombines the two fields linearly. This can be achieved with various nonlinear
interactions. This thesis will concentrate on achieving squeezing by employing the
nonlinear Kerr coefficient in optical fibers.
It is convenient to represent the uncertainty in measuring the field's quadrature
amplitudes with a phasor plane diagram. Such a diagram is shown in Figure 1.1 for a
coherent state. The mean amplitude is drawn as a vector and the associated ensemble of
measurements are represented by an uncertainty circle. The magnitude of the mean square
fluctuations is the same along any phase direction.
phasor plane
a2
a ---1
FIGURE 1. 1 Phasor plane diagram for coherent state
1.2 Quantum noise in an interferometer
We examine the effect of quantum noise on an interferometric measurement by
considering the simple Mach-Zehnder interferometer in Figure 1.2. An input field with its
associated quantum fluctuations enters the Mach-Zehnder through one of the input ports of
the first 50/50 beamsplitter, as shown in Figure 1.2. The field is split coherently in two by
the beamsplitter and each half propagates along the two paths of the interferometer. The
incoherent fluctuations are evenly divided between the two arms. The objective is to
measure the magnitude of the phase shift A4, and each arm of the interferometer is biased
symmetrically at + and -A /2. The total relative phase shift difference between the two arm
paths is Aý. At the second beamsplitter, the two fields interfere constructively and
destructively. The small signal emerging from the destructive interference port is
proportional to the bias phase shift and thus constitutes the desired measurement. The
fluctuations in the two arms of the interferometer are uncorrelated and thus recombine
incoherently at the second beamsplitter.
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FIGURE 1. 2 Phase measurement with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
It would seem that the quantum noise associated with the input field does not affect
the measurement, but this is not the case. In the simple analysis above we failed to include
the zero point fluctuations which enter through the second port of the input beamsplitter.
As shown in Figure 1.3, vacuum fluctuations exist even in the absence of a mean field, and
they propagate as before through the interferometer emerging at the destructive
interference port. The accuracy in measuring the desired signal is limited by the quantum
noise.
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+FIGURE 1. 3 Zero point fluctuations entering the beamsplitter's second port and limiting the
measurement accuracy
Since the Heisenberg uncertainty principle cannot be violated, the total amount of quantum
noise could never be reduced below the minimum allowed value. It is possible however through a
nonlinear process to squeeze the vacuum fluctuations. By inserting a "squeezed vacuum" state into
the beamsplitter's unused port, in place of the vacuum fluctuations, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
desired measurement could be improved. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.4, where the
squeezed vacuum has been pre-oriented so that the reduced noise quadrature is along the same
phase direction as the signal. For simplicity in Figure 4 only the noise port is considered. For the
complete analysis of the phase measuring interferometer, the independent results from Figure 1.4
and Figure 1.2 are superimposed.
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FIGURE 1. 4 Improved signal-to-noise with squeezed vacuum in a quantum noise
limited interferometric measurement
We see that with the squeezed noise input, the desired signal measurement now has an
improved signal-to-noise ratio. The increased accuracy does not violate the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle because the interferometer measures one quadrature of the field,
which is only one of the two noncommuting observables.
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Chapter 2.0 Squeezing in Fibers
2.1 Introduction
The mathematical formalism for the generation of squeezed states in optical fibers
will be developed in this chapter. The IBM research group led by Shelby and Levenson was
the first to propose53 and then demonstrate experimentally 4 6,47 in a traveling wave
geometry the use of degenerate four wave mixing in fibers for squeezing. A strong single
frequency pump field interacts with the two sideband amplitudes of the signal and idler
frequencies. The sideband fluctuations become correlated by the nonlinear process, and
since no strict phase matching conditions apply, the squeezed noise extends over a large
bandwidth. Eventually the phase matching becomes restricted by effects such as dispersion.
The nonlinear interaction is governed by a small Kerr effect, but since the propagation
losses in fibers are so low, long interaction lengths which lead to large nonlinear effects are
possible. The Kerr nonlinearity is a self phase modulation process. When a sufficiently
intense beam propagates through the fiber it will accumulate an intensity dependent phase
shift.
We begin with a pictorial description of the squeezing process using the phasor
plane diagrams described in Section (1.1). Prior to entering the fiber the field is in a
coherent state and the variance of the distribution is independent of the phase of the field.
A representation of this initial coherent state with its locus of mean squared gaussian
fluctuations represented by the shaded circle is shown in Figure 2.1. During the nonlinear
propagation of the field through the fiber consider how the accumulated nonlinear phase
shifts will vary over the Wigner distribution of states. The distribution tail corresponding
to higher intensities will get more phase shifted than the lower intensities tail end. This is
illustrated by the second phasor in Figure 2.1. The Wigner distribution accumulates a mean
nonlinear phase shift <Q(>, and the variance of the distribution is elongated by the nonlinear
process into an ellipse. The original coherent state fluctuations are contracted in one
quadrature direction along the minor axis of the representative ellipse. Through the Kerr
nonlinearity a nonclassical correlation was created between the amplitude and phase
fluctuations.
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FIGURE 2.1. Nonlinear propagation of the Wigner state distribution through the
nonlinear Kerr medium. The accumulated mean nonlinear phase is<c1>.
2.2 Quantizations of nonlinear propagation in fiber
We consider a Heisenberg picture quantum description of nonlinear propagation
through the fiber. A classical optical field described by a slowly varying complex
amplitude and a carrier frequency as E(z,t)e- j ot, propagates in the positive z-direction along
a lossless dispersionless fiber medium. In a reference frame that moves along with the
group velocity vg, under the slowly varying envelope approximation the nonlinear
propagation equation which includes only the instantaneous Kerr, becomes 54:
(2.1)E(z . = jcE* (z, 1) E (z, 1) E (z, 1)az
where r = t - z/vg, is the normalized time and,
n2hv
-n 2 h (2.2)
Aeff
represents the magnitude of the Kerr nonlinearity. By definition, n2 is the nonlinear index,
Aeff the effective area, and X the optical wavelength. Note that the carrier frequency
multiplier was factored out of the equation. With proper normalization the classical
complex field amplitudes have a one to one correspondence with the quantum mechanical
amplitude operators a (z, t) and it (z, t) . For convenience, the time variable is rewritten
as t rather than r.
These are not exactly the photon creation and annihilation operators as described in
Section (1.1) because there the field was quantized from the harmonic energy levels and the
operators were defined for a single frequency mode, as & (to) and &T (0o). Following the
formalism introduced by Shirasaki and Haus 55 the field envelope operators may be defined
in terms of the annihilation and creation operators by the following Fourier transform
relations:
becomes, jd (& (z, 0) = [- (z, t), edt (2.3)dzs (z, t) 7 - g (z, (o) e-jw'dt (2.4)
Evolution in time of an operator in the Heisenberg picture is given by its commutation with
the Hamiltonian. Here the propagation distance z, plays the role of time and the equation
becomes,
-JizQ (z, t) = [I (z, t),.1 f (2.5)
where the Heisenberg constant has been normalized to one. From the definitions of the
Fourier transforms above, the well known Hamiltonian that describes the nonlinear
interaction of the fields in the Kerr medium was derived55 for the case of the time
dependent field amplitude operators,
^ = H 'at (z, t) at (z, t) (z, t) a (z, t) dt (2.6)
At a fixed position, zo, the field operators must obey the commutation relation:
[i (t), a (u) ] = 8 (t- u) (2.7)
Using Equations (2.5) - (2.6) the quantum mechanical equation of motion is obtained,
d a (z, t) = jKat (z, t) a (z, t) & (z, t) (2.8)dz
Equation (2.8) applies to the simple case of nonlinear propagation in a lossless
dispersionless fiber. Because the operator product aft is the photon number operator
which is an invariant of motion, Equation (2.8) may be integrated directly. The yielded
solution describes the amplitude operator a (1, t) after propagating through a length z=l
of the Kerr medium:
a (1, t) = eltat (ot) (ot) a (0, t) (2.9)
In order to examine the noise properties of the evolved amplitude operator, we
rewrite the operator as a linear sum of a c-number B, equal to the expectation value of
a (1, t) and an operator b, with zero mean value, as follows:
a = B + b (2.10)
This "small signal" procedure is a mathematical method which separates the small quantum
fluctuations from the large mean field. By treating the mean amplitude as a classical c-
number, we can focus on the resultant quantum fluctuations. Equation (2.10) is substituted
into the propagation equation, and the solution become55
jjK {IB +Bb + B* }
a = e (B + b) (2.11)
where we have linearized the equation with respect to b, a small signal assumption that is
valid as long as 21B12 I(") < 1. The nonlinear Kerr coefficient K, has been redefined to
include I. Linearizing and rearranging (2.11) yields,
a= Klsl { (1 + ik B12) b+ (ijB 2 )b +B} (2.12)
Recalling the Bogoliubov transformation for generating a squeezed state, we can see from
Equation (2.12) that the nonlinear propagation in the fiber has resulted in the desired
coupling between b and bt . By defining the complex coefficients, g. and v as,
A. = 1 + icIBj2  (2.13)
and, v = iB 2  (2.14)
Rewriting Equation (2.12) in a more compact form we obtain,
a = { [b + vbt] + B} (2.15)
where D is the accumulated mean nonlinear phase shift,
D = jKiJB 2  (2.16)
From Equation (2.15) it can be asserted that as a result of nonlinear propagation in the fiber,
the expectation value of the field has been rotated by the mean nonlinear phase shift D, and
the fluctuations have been squeezed with parameters gi and v. The quadrature direction
angles of the squeezed fluctuations are given by:
xV = atan (D) (2.17)
0 = (- atan ()) (2.18)
These angles define the orientation of the squeezing ellipse major and minor axes with
respect to the pump field.
Experimental efforts to squeeze in fibers were pioneered by Shelby et al.46,47 who
used a cw pump source and heterodyne detection. In their experiment 46 a stabilized single-
frequency krypton ion laser operating at a wavelength of 647 nm was coupled into 110
meters of single mode fiber. Since the squeezing magnitude parameters g and v scale with
pump power IB 2, it is advantageous to use as much pump power as is available. Stimulated
Brillouin Scattering 56 (SBS) however places a limit on the inserted power level for a cw
pump. The researchers therefore divided their pump power with a phase modulator among
25 frequency components. A portion of the laser pump from the fiber was passed through
a phase shifting cavity that transformed it into the local oscillator in a heterodyne detection
scheme. Modest amounts (-13%) of noise reduction below the standard quantum limit or
shot noise level were measured. These experiments led to the discovery of a new classical
noise source that scattered the pump in the forward direction termed Guided Acoustic
Wave Brillouin Scattering (GAWBS) 57,58. In the process of GAWBS, thermally induced
index fluctuations of the fiber scatter the pump and cause it to accumulate phase noise
sidebands with peaks that range in frequency from approximately 20 MHz to 1 GHz. These
frequencies correspond to the acoustic excitations of the fiber cylinder. A model of the
GAWBS induced noise as well as experimental measurements are discussed in Chapter 4.
2.3 Pulse squeezing in the nonlinear interferometer
It was recognized by Shirasaki and Haus55 that with the broadband nature of the
Kerr nonlinearity, pulses rather than cw excitation could be used for squeezing. Short
pulses of high peak power can accumulate much larger nonlinear phase shifts for a given
fiber propagation distance, and also completely avoid the power limit set by SBS for
narrow band light. It was first shown by Yurke et al. 59 that squeezing with pulses produces
pulsed squeezed light that can be detected by a homodyne detector using a pulsed local
oscillator even when the detector response time is much longer than the pulse duration. The
enhancement of squeezing achievable with a pulsed pump was proposed 59 and then
demonstrated by Slusher et al.60. Several other laboratories consequently adopted this
technique61,62,63
The slowly varying envelope approximation described in section 2.1 can be directly
applied to pulsed excitation of the nonlinear fiber medium. The quantization of pulsed
radiation is equivalent to quantization of square segments of the pulse as if they were cw
waves. The approximation is valid as long as dispersion may be neglected and each time
segment considered independently. At the output, we integrate over the pulse's temporal
envelope to compute the total squeezing measured from the projection of the squeezed
pulse onto a local oscillator pulse in a homodyne detection. Homodyne detection will be
discussed in section 2.4.
If the fiber medium used for squeezing is arranged in an interferometric geometry,
as first proposed by Shirasaki and Haus 55' 65, the squeezed vacuum is separated from the
pump. This leads to two important practical advantages: the pump power is saved and can
be reused in full, and the squeezed vacuum can be phase shifted by any desired phase and
injected into a measuring device. Thus it can be said that the signal-to-noise ratio of the
measuring device has been enhanced absolutely by the squeezed noise, without sacrifice of
power. This is the major motivation for squeezing in fibers with the Kerr nonlinearity in
contrast with other squeezing schemes that employ nonlinear interactions involving more
than one frequency. For example, experiments that generate squeezed vacuum via
parametric downconversion must first double the pump with second harmonic generation
and then pump the parametric amplifier which produces squeezed light at the original
frequency. Thus, a portion of the undoubled pump must be used for the homodyne
detection. These experiments must waste a major portion of the laser power by definition
to create the squeezed light. In any practical scenario of a shot noise limited measurement
requiring squeezed vacuum to obtain a better signal-to-noise performance, one could not
afford to waste any of the available power. One such example is the case of a shot noise
limited ring fiber gyro.
A qualitative description of squeezing in a nonlinear interferometer with phasor
diagrams will be given first, to be followed the more quantitative formalism originally
developed by Shirasaki and Haus 55. The squeezing apparatus may be explained with the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer shown in Figure 2.2.
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FIGURE 2.2. Propagation of a coherent state input through the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder
interferometer
A coherent state as represented in the phasor diagram of Figure 1.1 enters one port
of the first 50/50 beam splitter, while zero point fluctuations enter into the second port. The
beam splitter divides the input field into coherent states of half power, and the noise
associated with each input port splits in two incoherently. The fluctuations entering the two
separate ports are uncorrelated with each other and maintain incoherence following the
power division by the beamsplitter. The noise power now associated with each of the two
half power coherent states is still the same quantum noise level of the minimum uncertainty
product. Following the beamsplitter, the two phasors propagate through the equal Kerr
media in the two Mach-Zehnder arms acquiring equal nonlinear phase shifts. The phasors
thus rotate and the circles get distorted into ellipses as in Figure 2.1. In the figure the
common mean nonlinear phase shifts are suppressed. At the second beamsplitter the
phasors add coherently at one port and subtract at the second. As before, no correlation
exists between the squeezed noises entering the two separate ports of the second
beamsplitter. The uncorrelated fluctuations add incoherently at both output ports and as a
result, only squeezed vacuum fluctuations remain in the subtraction port while essentially
I
all the pump power exits through the addition port.
The preceding treatment applies to a single frequency excitation as represented by
the coherent state phasor diagrams. We can generalize the solution to a pulsed radiation
input by incorporating the quantization results obtain in Section 2.1 for the nonlinear
propagation equation under the slowly varying envelope approximation. Under the
assumption that dispersion in the Kerr medium may be neglected, the pulse is divided into
rectangular time intervals. Each time interval is represented in the phasor plane by an
identical diagram to the sinusoidal coherent state and evolves through the nonlinear
interferometer in the exact same manner. The resulting collection of time intervals
reconstruct into a pulse at the interferometer's outputs. Unless the pulse is rectangular, it
will have a time dependent intensity profile and thus the individual time interval amplitudes
experience different nonlinearities depending on their intensity. The resultant squeezed
pulse will be squeezed by different amounts along its temporal profile. The center portion
for example with the highest peak intensity will have the most elongated ellipse.
Additionally, since the squeezing magnitude also determines the ellipse orientation angles,
the squeezed pulse will have ellipses of varying orientation across its duration. These
effects will be discussed quantitatively in the context of the squeezing measured in the
homodyne detection.
We shall now apply the amplitude operator formalism developed in section 2.2 to
the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder apparatus 55 A pump pulse with amplitude operator b, enters
one port of the first 50/50 beamsplitter, and zero point fluctuations a, enter through the
second unexcited port. The fields' division at the beamsplitter can be describe with the aid
of a unitary scattering matrix 54 S,
S =• (2.19)
defined to avoid unnecessary factors of j. Following the first beamsplitter the two half-
fields are simply obtained from matrix multiplication,
1 1(a + b) and (a - b) (2.20)
as illustrated in Figure 2.3. In accordance with the nonlinear propagation equation, each
half-field evolves through the nonlinear Kerr medium and the results obtained from the
propagation equation, are shown in Figure 2.3.
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FIGURE 2.3. Schematic of the amplitude operators evolving through the nonlinear
interferometer
At the second beamsplitter the scattering matrix is applied for the second time resulting in
long expressions for the resulting fields from the squeezed vacuum ^, and the recovered
pump C ports. Linearization is used to simplify the equations by neglecting terms that
involve quadratic functions of a^ and by neglecting small phase shifts arising from the
beating of the pump with the zero mean signal. In Figure 2.3, the output pump from the
interferometer's constructive interference port can be regarded as a classical field with an
intensity dependent phase shift. Squeezed vacuum emerging from the destructive
interference port is described in terms of the parameters g and v defined by Equations
(2.13) and (2.14). The above analysis is valid as long as the linearization approximation
applies. There has been considerable work in recent literature on the limitations to
squeezing in the interferometer when the nonlinear phase shift per photon is large and the
linear approximation is no longer valid65,66,67,68 . This squeezing geometry leads to a
complete recovery of the incident pump power, which can be recycled as the pump to a
second cascaded measuring interferometer with the generated squeezed vacuum injected
into the open port. The pump may also be used as a local oscillator in a homodyne detection
scheme used to measure the squeezed vacuum signal.
2.4 Balanced homodyne detection
Two port balanced homodyne detection provides a means of detecting quadrature
phase fluctuation that is insensitive to the quantum fluctuations associated with the local
oscillator69' 70,71,72,73. Provided that the substraction circuit electronics can cancel excess
classical noise at the desired detection frequencies, the balanced homodyne detector is a
virtually ideal quantum mechanical apparatus for quadrature measurement74. The detection
schematic shown in Figure 2.4 consists of a 50/50 beamsplitter and two identical detectors
monitoring both output ports. The currents from the detectors are subtracted electronically.
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FIGURE 2.4. Balanced homodyne detection schematic
The following analysis of the homodyne detection after reference [55] will be used
to predict the quantum noise measured along the reduced quadrature direction of the
squeezed vacuum. The inputs to the two ports of the balanced detector are the large reused
pump as the local oscillator, C and the small squeezed vacuum signal ^. Using the
scattering matrix formalism to calculate the action of the beam splitter, we obtain d1 and
d2 at the output of the beamsplitter,
(2.21)
d 2 = - C)
The incident intensity on each photodetector is converted into currents 11 and 12, which are
subtracted to obtain the difference current 1,
S(t) = e (dlti d- d2Ad2) (2.22)
which after substitution of Equations (2.12) becomes,
2 (t) = e (" C - t ) (2.23)
The difference current should have a zero mean as long as the signal input has no
de component and the two currents are balanced. By looking at the difference current noise
statistics we obtain a measurement of the input signal's quadrature noise. A correlation
function as defined in reference [55] is used to characterize the difference current
fluctuations. The correlation function Gii(r) is defined as,
Gi(r) = Jdt2( (t)C(t -) +I(t -T)I(t)) (2.24)
We can treat the local oscillator as a classical c-number of amplitude C. For the simple case
of zero point fluctuations entering the signal port, ^ just represents the unsqueezed vacuum
fluctuations obeying the commutation relation,
[ (t), (u) ] = (t- u) (2.25)
and the correlation function becomes,
Gii () = e2 Cl 28 (t) (2.26)
This is the correlation function for the well know gaussian white noise and the
corresponding power spectrum is constant over all frequencies and equal to the shot noise.
When the signal input to the homodyne detection is the squeezed vacuum, we expect that
as the bias phase of the local oscillator is varied, the reduced quantum noise quadrature and
the amplified noise quadrature will be measured in the difference current fluctuations. The
input squeezed vacuum is,
jkbt b
S= e (elRa + Vat) (2.27)
where ji and v can be defined in terms of a time independent nonlinear phase shift
[p = [1 +jc] = je iarg(b2) (2.28)
for the case of a rectangular pulse. The difference current correlation function for the
squeezed quadrature fluctuations becomes,
Gi = e25 (T)C12[1 + 202- 201 + 2 (2.29)
We compare the reduced quantum noise with the shot noise level by defining a reduction
parameter R, equal to the ratio of the squeezed quadrature noise to the shot noise. A plot of
R as a function of the nonlinear phase shift is shown in Figure 2.5.
FIGURE 2.5. Noise reduction below the shot noise level as a function of the nonlinear
phase shift accumulated in the Kerr medium.
If other than square pulses are used for the pump, the degree of squeezing varies
with time delay through the pulse. The axes of the different squeezing ellipses do not
coincide, and thus the output difference current noise does not achieve the full squeezing.
A comparison of the noise reduction obtained by using square pulses and Gaussian pulses
will be discussed in the next chapter. Other limiting factors such as the detector's quantum
efficiency and propagation losses will also be handled in more detail in the context of the
experimental results.
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Chapter 3.0 Experiments in the Fiber Ring
3.1 Introduction
Although the nonlinear Kerr coefficient in fibers is small, the low loss for optical
fields in single mode fibers allows for long propagation distances and large accumulated
nonlinear phase shifts. We can calculate the nonlinear phase shift from the classical
equation for a Kerr medium,
21 Ppeak (3.1)
X 2 Aeff
where X is the wavelength, n2 is the nonlinear index coefficient, I is the fiber length, Ppeak
is the pulse peak power, and Aeff is the effective area. The nonlinear index coefficient
represents a measure of the Kerr nonlinearity and is defined as an additional component to
the propagation index proportional to the intensity,
n = nlinear +n2 (3.2)
It has been estimated that n2 is equal to 3.2 x 10-20 m2/Watt. For example, a pulse with a
peak power of 10 Watts and a (carrier) wavelength at 1 gm, accumulates approximately one
radian of nonlinear phase shift after propagation through 25 meters of fiber of 5 gm core
diameter.
In the first demonstration of squeezing in fiber by Shelby et al.46 a cw pump was
used in a traveling wave geometry. Modulation of the pump was used to divide its power
among 25 frequency components in order to diminish the SBS power limit. However, noise
from forward scattering of thermally excited guided acoustic modes termed guided acoustic
wave Brillouin scattering (GAWBS) whose spectrum ranges from approximately 20 MHz
to 1 GHz, greatly diminished the amount of observed squeezing at frequencies
corresponding to the GAWBS peaks. In between two GAWBS peaks at a frequency near
56 MHz, approximately 13% of squeezing was measured. Noise reduction below the shot
noise level was also observed at other frequencies between 40 and 60 MHz, confirming the
predicted broadband nature of the squeezed noise. With the maximum pump power used in
this experiment, approximately 200 mW, and a fiber length of 110 meters, the nonlinear
phase shift can be calculated using Equation (3.1) to be ~ 0.2 radians. From Equation (2.29)
we can estimate the amount of squeezing at 32%. In their paper the researchers state that
the combined experimental losses from the detection quantum efficiencies and local
oscillator to signal imperfect spatial overlap amount to approximately 50%. The maximum
noise reduction that could be measured is about (0.5)(0.32) or 16%, close to the actual
measurement of 13% quantum noise reduction. The major cause of poor detection
efficiencies in this experiment can be attributed to the heterodyning technique with a phase-
shifting cavity. Difficulty in measuring the squeezed noise arises because the small
quantum fluctuations are sitting on top of a huge mean pump field amplitude. The nonlinear
interferometer proposed by Shirasaki and Haus 55 separates the squeezed vacuum from the
pump field greatly facilitating the squeezing measurement.
3.2 Fiber ring configuration
In the experimental implementation the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer is
replaced by a fiber ring with which it becomes generically equivalent. As shown in Figure
3.1, the two beamsplitters of the Mach-Zehnder are replaced by one 50/50 fiber coupler
pump pulse
/squeezed pulse
FIGURE 3. 1 Replacement of the Mach-Zehnder with a fiber ring interferometer
which is entered by the pulse and exited after the two portions of the pulse have traveled
through the ring. The two interferometric paths of the Mach-Zehnder are replaced by the
two counter-propagation directions in the fiber ring. Since the pulses are much shorter than
the fiber length (100 ps pulses are - 20 mm versus 50 meters of fiber) one may ignore the
brief interaction of the pulses when they meet half-way around the loop.
From an experimental perspective there are several important advantages to the ring
interferometer. The loop is self balancing in the sense that the two counter-propagating
half-pulses see the exact same length of fiber and thus experience the same changes in
linear index due to slow temperature variations and other environmental effects. The ring
is also balanced nonlinearly since as long as the coupler splits the pulse evenly between the
two propagation directions, the two half-pulses obtain equal nonlinear phase shifts.
I
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The simplest way to confirm the generation of squeezed vacuum radiation would
be to place a detector at the squeezed vacuum port of the fiber ring interferometer. This is
not a practical solution, however, because it is impossible to balance the fiber coupler so
perfectly that no pump photons would exit through the vacuum port. These pump photons
would be mistaken for squeezed vacuum photons which may have been swamped out by
the pump photons. The better way to detect the squeezing is to utilize the fact that the
squeezed vacuum has a very definite phase relation with respect to the laser photons. By
homodyning the squeezed radiation with the pump that is reflected from the ring after one
round trip, proper projection of the squeezed noise quadrature is insured.
The experimental configuration 75 shown in Figure 3.2 consists of a fiber
interferometer composed with polarization maintaining (PM) fiber and a variable PM
coupler which can be adjusted to a 50/50 ratio to within 0.2%. The remaining imbalance in
the 50/50 split causes a small signal to leak through the squeezed vacuum port. This small
signal can be compensated for at the homodyne detection and can be made
negligiblenegligible if the local oscillator power is sufficiently high. The coupler's two
output ports were spliced to the fiber ends at Draper Laboratories using a fusion splicer
specifically designed for PM fiber. Loss due to the splices was consistently less than 0.1
dB. The pump, a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser delivering 100 ps pulses at 1.3pm at a
repetition rate of 100 MHz, is passed through an isolator, to reduce reflections back into the
laser cavity, and through a polarizer and half wave plate combination that acts to vary the
input power level. Before entering the fiber ring, the pump is passed through a 90/10
beamsplitter, used to pick off a portion of the reflected pump for homodyne detection. The
pump pulse is then divided by the 50/50 coupler into two counter-propagating pulses which
acquire equal nonlinear phase shifts. The fiber's Kerr nonlinearity distorts the mean squared
fluctuations associated with each counter-propagating pulse into a squeezed distribution.
After coherent interference upon return to the coupler, the reconstructed pump pulse is
reflected from the input port and a 10% portion is picked off by the 90/10 beamsplitter to
be used as the local oscillator in the balanced homodyne detection. Squeezed vacuum
fluctuations, which have been conveniently separated from the pump by the interferometer,
emerge from the second (transmission) port.
The local oscillator and squeezed signal are coherently mixed at the 50/50
beamsplitter and the two outgoing beams are detected with a dual detector balanced
receiver. This detection process is most favorable for measuring squeezed noise since the
balanced receiver subtracts all the classical noise associated with the local oscillator. Only
the quadrature noise associated with the squeezed vacuum signal is manifested as the mean
square fluctuations of the output difference current. By varying the relative phase between
the local oscillator and squeezed signal, the phase sensitive quadrature noise of the
squeezed vacuum is projected by the local oscillator. Careful temporal and spatial
alignment of the local oscillator and the squeezed signal pulse were performed at the 50/50
beam splitter (BS2). Both local oscillator and signal are incident upon a dual detector
balanced receiver, built at MIT Lincoln Laboratories 76
input fiber (nonlinear)
90/10 beamsplitter
FIGURE 3. 2 Experimental configuration for squeezing in the fiber ring
3.3 Shot noise calibration
If the pump by itself is detected by the balanced detector (with the squeezed vacuum
port blocked) the balanced detector output is pure shot noise, provided that all the classical
noise associated with the pump is completely canceled. This follows the theory of Yuen and
Shapiro69 which shows that in a homodyne detection with a balanced receiver the shot
noise must be interpreted as the zero point fluctuations entering through the signal port.
Experimentally we verify that the balanced receiver can indeed completely subtract the
classical laser noise such that the measured noise level is the standard quantum noise limit.
The difference current noise output of the balanced detector is fed directly to a power
spectrum analyzer (HP model 3562A). The analyzer has a real time bandwidth of 10 kHz
and a measured noise floor of approximately -155 dBm/Hz, which is 15 dBm below the
balanced receiver's noise floor level. By blocking the input to one of the two detectors the
subtraction is eliminated and all the classical noise is measured. We thus determined the
lower bound on the balanced receiver's common mode rejection ratio to be 24 dBm. In
Figure 3.3 the power spectral density (PSD) trace of the laser noise measured in units of
dBm/Hz is displayed with a vertical scale of 20 dB/div between 0 and 100 kHz. Part (a) of
Figure 3.3 shows the spectrum with one of the balanced receiver's detectors blocked, and
part (b) is the difference current spectrum when the two detectors are illuminated and full
cancelation occurs. Figure 3.3 (b) is in fact the shot noise spectrum. These measurements
were taken with an integration time of 16 msec and a 62.5 Hz resolution. Below 35 kHz the
laser noise could not be adequately subtracted due to excess classical noise from
spontaneous emissions, mechanical and thermal fluctuations.
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FIGURE 3. 3 Laser noise spectrum from 0 to 100 kHz in units of dBm/Hz taken (a) with
one homodyne detector blocked and (b) following balanced subtraction. Vertical scale is
20 dB/div.
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In the experiment it was important to establish the shot noise level accurately. Both
white light (from two flashlights) and direct excitation by the laser were used. The PSD
noise levels and detector currents were recorded for a range of incident power levels. By
using the shot noise formula7 7'78 in conjunction with the measured balanced receiver gain,
a simple theoretical prediction for the shot noise level is obtained,
PSD (dBm/Hz) = eG 2 o (3.3)
where e is the electron charge, G the circuit gain in Volts/Amp and Io the de current in the
detectors. The gain in our low frequency (dc-100 kHz) receiver circuit was measured at
approximately 50 Volts/mA. Note that the PSD is in units of power per Hertz and is thus
independent of the filter bandwidth. Now the measured PSD level from the spectrum
analyzer can be compared to the predicted level from Equation (3.3). For example, when
the average de current on each detector is 5 mA, the measured shot noise level should be
approximately -114 dBm/Hz. The shot noise calibration consists of comparing the
experimentally obtained shot noise levels from laser and white light sources to the
predicted curves. On a log-log plot of the PSD versus detector current we expect a linearly
increasing curve along the (1,1) axis. As can be seen from the Figure 3.4 low frequency
receiver shot noise calibration curve, the measurements plotted as black dots and the
theoretically predicted shot noise level, plotted as a continuous line, gave very good
agreement. Above 35 kHz the shot noise limited detection was linear with power for
detector currents ranging from 200 gA to 40 mA.
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FIGURE 3. 4 Shot noise calibration using both white light and direct laser excitation for
the low frequency (dc-100 kHz) balanced receiver. Measurements taken at 50 kHz.
In Figure 3.5 the high frequency (5-90 MHz) balanced receiver calibration is
shown. For this receiver the shot noise level was verified for the full bandwidth and a linear
response was measured for detector currents between 5 and 50 mA. As shown in the Figure,
for detector currents below 5 mA the noise power measured with the spectrum analyzer
leveled and the response does not remain linear. There are several factors contributing to
the difficulty in achieving shot noise level at these higher frequencies. The spectrum
analyzer used in the high frequency measurement has a noise floor about 10 dB higher than
the low frequency analyzer. Since it is desirable to have the shot noise level at least 10 dB
above the noise floor, higher optical powers are necessary. Second, the restrictions on the
balanced receiver are stiffer since the frequency response of the two detectors must be
matched over the entire bandwidth. It is much simpler to match responses over 100 kHz
than over 100 MHz. Finally, the high frequency amplifier has a poorer noise figure than the
kHz amplifier. This can be viewed as added noise to the noise floor, requiring even higher
shot noise levels.
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FIGURE 3. 5 Shot noise calibration curve for the high frequency (5-90 MHz) receiver,
black dots are direct laser excitation and straight line is the theoretical shot noise level.
3.4 Squeezing results
When the squeezed vacuum radiation impinges upon the vacuum port of the
balanced detector, the detector shows less than shot noise when the relative phases of the
two fields are properly adjusted. The local oscillator and squeezed signal propagate along
separate paths following their exit from the 3 dB fiber coupler. Since the two fields must
overlap interferometrically at the homodyne detector's 50/50 beamsplitter, it is necessary
to match the two paths. Nevertheless, due to slow environmental changes, the relative
phases of the two fields drifts slowly over time at approximately one cycle over 2 seconds.
If the phase is modulated faster than the drift, the difference current exhibits below shot
noise and above shot noise behavior as a function of time. This is what was observed
experimentally.
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A PZT driven by a 20 Hz saw tooth signal was used to modulate the relative phase
between the local oscillator and squeezed vacuum signal. Figure 3.6 (a) shows a time
domain capture of the difference current shot noise, taken with the squeezed vacuum arm
blocked. In Figure 3.6 (b) we show the difference current noise with the squeezed vacuum
port unblocked. The amplified and squeezed quadratures are alternaly projected by the
local oscillator. At the correct relative phase between the local oscillator and squeezed
vacuum signal, the noise is periodically reduced below the shot noise level. The data were
taken with a 2-kHz filter centered at 40 kHz, and the results are displayed over a time scale
of 400 msec.
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FIGURE 3. 6 Time domain observation of squeezing over a 400 msec time scale. Part (a)
is the shot noise level, and in part (b) the phase swept squeezed noise.
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To obtain a precise measurement of the squeezed quadrature noise PSD, it is
necessary to stabilize the relative phase of the homodyne detection corresponding to the
minimum noise. With the aid of Chris Doerr who designed and constructed a stabilization
circuit, we could achieve a stable measurement of the noise suppression 79. The
experimental arrangement containing the stabilization circuitry is shown in Figure 3.7. The
stabilization circuit measures the noise from the homodyne detector output and adjusts the
relative path by moving the mirror with a PZT to keep the noise at a minimum. By dithering
the mirror in the local oscillator path with a 250 Hz oscillator that is sufficiently faster than
the drift rate, the circuit can lock on to the minimum noise output from the balanced
receiver by controlling the PZT offset.
input fiber (nonlinear)
FIGURE 3. 7 Experimental arrangement with stabilization circuit.
The output from the balanced receiver is fed to a high pass filter with a 100 kHz
lower frequency cutoff so as not to interfere with the measurements at lower frequencies.
The filter is followed by a half-wave rectifier and a band pass filter of 250 Hz center
frequency. The noise magnitude at 250 Hz is multiplied by the oscillator output. The
product is amplified by a second order loop and is used to control the voltage level used to
move the PZT.
A stable measurement of the squeezed noise level is now possible. Figure 3.8 shows
the squeezed noise level (lower trace) and the shot noise level (upper trace), in the
frequency domain over a 55-95 kHz range. The shot noise level shown was obtained by
blocking the squeezed vacuum input to the balanced detector. One hundred averages were
taken for each trace. More than 5 dB noise reduction is evident over the 40 kHz bandwidth.
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FIGURE 3. 8 Stable measurement of squeezed noise spectrum from 55 to 95 kHz. The
upper trace is the shot noise level, obtained by blocking the squeezed vacuum. The lower
trace is the squeezed noise with the stabilization circuit on. Vertical scale is 2.5 dB/div.
The 5 dB of noise reduction was obtained with about 400 mW of average pump
power coupled into the ring. With 100 ps pulses at a 100 MHz repetition rate, the pulse peak
power is approximately 40 W. Consequently each of the counter-propagating half-pulses
in the 50 meter ring accumulated close to 4 radians of nonlinear phase shift. From the
rectangular pulse squeezing model, the amount of noise reduction should be as much as 18
dB. Taking into account however the optical losses and the detector's quantum efficiencies,
estimated to contribute a total loss of 20%, the largest detectable noise reduction could not
exceed 6.9 dB. To explain the discrepancy between the 5 dB result and the predicted value,
we must account for the gaussian shape of the pump's intensity profile.
Since the pulses are not rectangular, the intensity dependent nonlinear phase shift
is not constant across the temporal profile of the pump pulse. The result is a time varying
squeezing magnitude and phase across the pulse profile. To calculate the effect of a time
varying nonlinear phase shift on the squeezing measurement, consider a gaussian time
dependent intensity for the local oscillator 55
b2 (t) e (3.4)
where ro is the FWHM. The local oscillator is provided with a fixed correction phase ',o
from the path length difference before the homodyne detector. Additionally, since the local
oscillator pulse is derived from the pump pulse which propagated through the fiber loop, it
has also acquired a time varying nonlinear phase shift D(t). The complete expression for
the local oscillator's squared amplitude becomes,
C2 (t) = b2 (t)e 2j (t) ejy• (3.5)
The autocorrelation function of the balanced homodyne detector output now computed for
the case of a gaussian pulse pump becomes,
Gii(r) = e26 () dtlb (t) 12 + 2 (t) - 20 () (t) cos (7-o ) } (3.6)
1
where y is defined as, y = atan --. By introducing the constant correction phase yo,
1(t)
equal to y with QD(t) set to the pulse peak nonlinear phase shift at t=O, Equation (3.6) is
integrated over the pulse duration to compute the noise reduction factor. In Figure 3.9 plots
of the shot noise reduction factors are shown for the two cases of rectangular and gaussian
pump pulses. The curves are shown on a dB scale normalized to the shot noise level at zero
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FIGURE 3. 9 Noise reduction below shot noise for rectangular and gaussian intensity
profile pump pulses. Noise level shown on dB scale normalized to shot noise, as function
of pulse peak nonlinear phase shift.
From Figure (3.9) we see that the measurable noise reduction is degraded by the gaussian
time dependent intensity profile of the pump. The predicted squeezing is 7.4 dB below the
shot noise level, compared with the 18 dB predicted for a constant intensity pulse. Taking
into account the experimental losses and quantum efficiencies, the 5 dB measured quantum
noise reduction is now in good agreement with the theoretical expectations.
The above measurement were performed at a narrow low frequency window,
between 40 and 90 kHz, that exhibited a particularly low GAWBS level. At other
frequencies, with the exception of another low GAWBS window near 60 MHz, squeezing
could not be observed. Since the level of GAWBS can be more severe with other fibers and
at different measurement frequencies, it is essential that means be developed to eliminate
its effect on the squeezing. The next two experiments to be described in Chapters 5 and 6
employ two different methods that suppress GAWBS.
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Chapter 4.0 Phase Noise
4.1 Introduction
The Kerr nonlinearity in fibers governed by the X(3) third order susceptibility is
elastic in the sense that bound electrons in the silica are driven into anharmonic motion but
no energy is exchanged between the optical field and the medium. Other nonlinear
processes in fibers lead to inelastic scattering whereby some of the optical energy is
transferred into the medium. Two such processes, Brillouin and Raman scattering, involve
the interaction between the propagating field and the resonant excitation modes of the fiber
medium. The difference between the two process is the phonons involved in the scattering.
In Brillouin scattering it is the acoustic phonons and in Raman scattering it is the optical
phonons which interact with the optical field. For the purposes of squeezing one is
concerned with the noise associated with the scattering processes and how it may degrade
the measurement. The noise generated from the Raman effect is similar to spontaneous
emission noise and is related to the Raman self-frequency shift. For sufficiently short
pulses of wide bandwidths, the high frequencies of the pulse pump the low frequencies by
exchanging high frequency photons for low frequency photons via emission of optical
phonons 8 0. Although the net photon gain for this process is zero, it has recently been shown
that significant amounts of phase dependent noise is generated 8 I. The noise associated with
the self-frequency Raman shift, dubbed Phase sensitive Optical Phonon Scattering (POPS),
becomes important only in the regime of ultra-short pulses with durations on the order of a
hundred femtoseconds or shorter. The more relevant noise process for the experiments
discussed here originates from the acoustic phonon excitations or Brillouin scattering in the
fiber.
Brillouin scattering in fibers can be described as the frequency down-shifting of a
pump wave that is Bragg diffracted from an acoustic index grading created by
electrostriction. Equivalently, the process may be viewed as the annihilation of a pump
photon to create a Stokes photon and an acoustic phonon. From the conservation of energy
and momentum, the Stokes wave is scattered most efficiently in the backwards direction.
Once the Brillouin threshold is surpassed, most of the input power can be carried
backwards by the Stokes wave. The Brillouin threshold can be as low as 1 mW for a cw
pump, but nearly ceases when the input pump pulses are shorter than approximately 10 ns.
The pulses used in the experiments are in the 10 to 100 ps range and thus Brillouin
scattering in the backward direction is completely negligible for the power levels used here.
A second type of acoustic scattering, namely spontaneous Brillouin scattering in the
forward direction, is of more serious concern for the squeezing experiments employing a
pulsed pump. Even though the conservation rules predict that Brillouin scattering can occur
in the forward direction only with a zero frequency shift, the guided nature of the acoustic
waves in the fiber's cylindrical wave guide geometry leads to a relaxation of the wave
vector selection rule and nonzero frequency shifts. As a result, a small amount of light is
scattered in the forward direction. This phenomenon, first discovered in 1985, was termed
Guided Acoustic Wave Brillouin Scattering or GAWBS58.
Guided Acoustic Wave Brillouin Scattering (GAWBS) is an effect that counteracts
squeezing of optical waves in fibers. Extensive measurements performed with both
pulsed 82,83,84 and cw excitations 57,58' 85 by the IBM group as well as us have characterized
the effect. GAWBS is produced by the thermal fluctuations of the index in the fiber which
cause the optical field to acquire phase noise sidebands. The phase noise sidebands range
in frequency from approximately 20 MHz to 1 GHz with linewidths from 50 kHz (for
stripped fiber) to over 2 MHz. This is shown by the diagram in Figure 4.1 in which a cw
input beam accumulates GAWBS noise sidebands after propagation through a fiber.
Accompanying Figure 4.1 is the experimental measurement of the GAWBS with a phase
sensitive homodyne detection for the cw input radiation case. Shown is the noise power
spectrum from 10 to 200 MHz.
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FIGURE 4. 1 Phase noise sidebands produced by GAWBS
from 10 to 200 MHz.
for a cw input beam shown
When pulses are used, the resulting GAWBS noise becomes roughly the
convolution of the pulse spectrum and the spectrum of the refractive index modulation. In
predicting the GAWBS noise that will appear in a fiber squeezing experiment with a pulsed
source, an important consideration becomes the relative bandwidths of the refractive index
modulation and the pulse. Additionally, since the GAWBS noise scales with the average
power-length product, while the squeezing parameter scales with the peak power-length
product, the use of very short pulses is advantageous in overcoming the GAWBS noise. In
Figure 4.2 the Fourier transform of a pulse train with a period T is shown. When the pulses
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enter the fiber, each one of the Fourier components acquires a collection of phase noise
sidebands from the GAWBS modulation. If the pulse repetition rate is significantly slower
than the total GAWBS noise bandwidth, the phase noise accumulated by each of the
Fourier components will overlap considerably between adjacent harmonics, as illustrated
in Figure 4.2. The detectors convolve the spectra of the local oscillator and the signal,
leading to the smearing of the detected GAWBS noise. A noise power spectrum
measurement made with a 100 MHz pulse train also shown in Figure 4.2 between 10 and
80 MHz illustrates the smearing effect.
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FIGURE 4. 2 GAWBS noise spectrum for pulsed input, shown from 10 to 80 MHz.
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field to the incident field. This means that only modes near the acoustic cutoff frequency
with a longitudinal wave vector approximately equal to zero are GAWBS active. The
compressional waves are the largest contributors to this scattering. In this chapter the
GAWBS contribution to the phase noise spectrum of an optical pulse is derived from first
principles 84. The experiments described in Chapter 3 in a fiber ring operating near the zero
dispersion point of the fiber at 1.3 lgm, with pulses of 100 ps duration, showed a noise level
of 5 dB below the shot noise in the low frequency regime of 55 to 95 kHz. The observation
of this large amount of squeezing at low frequencies was made possible by (a) the
interferometric separation of pump from squeezed radiation, (b) the excellent noise
suppression of the balanced receiver built by MIT Lincoln Laboratories, (c) the
exceptionally low Nd:YAG laser oscillator noise of only 25 dB above shot noise at 40 kHz,
and (d) a noise free "hole" in the phase noise spectrum of the particular fiber at the low
frequency measurement window. Our measurements of GAWBS agree with previous
results and show that GAWBS sets the lower limit on the possibly observable squeezed
noise. In this chapter, the spectrum of the modes of the acoustic waves and the associated
optical index fluctuations are derived. We evaluate the phase noise produced by the
acoustic waves from statistical thermodynamics. The modes that couple appreciably to the
optical mode are identified from theoretical calculations and measurements 58' 86 . The
magnitude of the noise is evaluated and compared with experimental data. We show that
the analytical predictions are in good agreement with the experimental results obtained
with both cw and pulsed excitations 84
4.2 GAWBS modulation
GAWBS is produced by the thermal fluctuations of the index in a fiber via the
acoustic modes of the fiber. The acoustic wave vector must be negligibly small compared
to the optical wave vectors so that the scattered radiation is nearly phase matched to the
incident radiation. In the model 84 we consider only compressional (also termed plane strain
or dilatation) wave since experiments have shown that the main contribution to the
polarized scattering (phase noise) is due to them. Other hybrid modes of circumferential
shear and plane strain have been shown to scatter small portions of the light into the
orthogonal polarization 58'8 5
The model84 is based on the fact that each acoustic mode is excited thermally by
kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature in degrees Kelvin. We begin
with a simple energy balance for a vibrational mode in a fiber of mass density p, length 1,
radius a, and excited by kT of thermal energy. The energy must be equally divided between
kinetic and potential and the following energy balance applies:
2 2
pv tna = kT (4.1)
where, v, is the magnitude of the acoustic wave velocity vector v, which is related to the
displacement r, by,
2 22
v = Osr (4.2)
and as is the acoustic radial frequency. The relative fiber index fluctuations responsible for
the light scattering are related to the divergence of the displacement as follows:
=(An 2 i(IV.r[2 )  (4.3)
n
where T1 is the proportionality constant approximated from the photoelastic constant of
fused quartz. Substituting the parameters from Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain,
(An())=rCsr = (4.4)
n cSpr2a 2Ic2
where cs is the acoustic velocity magnitude. We can describe the time space dependence of
the index modulation by the following,
0 j (oet - ksez)An. = Ane ' fe (r, O) (4.5)
wherefE (r, 0) is the transverse dependence of the index profile.The subscript e stands for
the triple set of indices m, n, and p, corresponding to the radial, azimuthal, and longitudinal
directions. Since the azimuthal and longitudinal vibration modes do not contribute to the
energy in the polarized GAWBS modes and only the radial direction is considered we may
drop the subscript E in the description of the spatial dependence of the index variation.
Consider an optical field of amplitude A(t), and carrier frequency co ,, propagating
through the induced index fluctuations. The modulated field b(t), obeys the propagation
equation:
b = -jkb-j-An e [FA (t)e -)] (4.6)
dz (
where X is the wavelength and F is the filling factor representing the overlap between the
transverse index function and the transverse field profile. The filling factor F, is defined as,
= f(r, 0) 1e (r, 0) 1rdrdO
F (4.7)
Ie (r, 0)12 rdrdO
and e(r,0) is the transverse optical field profile. From the above we can solve for the
propagation constant k, which in general includes the index change produced by the Kerr
nonlinearity. To facilitate the calculation, the optical phase factor is separated from the field
which is rewritten as,
b = be-jkz  (4.8)
and Equation (4.6) is integrated to yield:
jCo~t
b(t) = [1-jK (t) ]A (t)e , (4.9)
where
21c • 0 jC t _ sin ( Z) _d .L
S 2 2W(ksz
The Fourier transform of Ic(t) is the center of the statistical mode counting analysis in the
derivation of the detected GAWBS spectrum. By the above calculations an analytical
expression for the GAWBS modulated optical field has been obtained. Because the induced
noise is in the phase quadrature, phase sensitive detection is required for the measurement.
In the following section we compute the contribution of GAWBS to the noise power
spectrum measured with a balanced homodyne detector.
4.3 Phase noise in homodyne detection
The usual way of detecting a phase sensitive signal is by homodyne detection. The
detector multiplies the incoming signal by the local oscillator derived from the signal,
A* (t) e ot, integrates and filters. Since the integration and the filtering are linear
operations, they commute. For this reason we may exchange the filtering and integration,
thus simplifying the algebra. Since we shall take the ratio of the GAWBS spectrum and the
spectrum of the quadrature phase modulation of the vacuum radiation, we can forego the
integration entirely, because it will cancel in the ratio of the spectra.
A balanced homodyne detector shown in Figure 4.3 receives from the two sides of
the beamsplitter the local oscillator A (t) eJ'o* , and the signal b(t). We shall assume that
the phase between the local oscillator and the signal is adjustable so that the local oscillator
at the detector, written as A (t) e-j(°Ote- j o, is chosen so as to detect a particular phase of b(t).
A(t) e Jct
r-
b(t)
FIGURE 4. 3 Homodyne detection for measuring GAWBS induced phase noise
The difference current output from the balanced receiver is thus,
i(t) = e[A* (t) e'e-Jotb (t) +A (t)e-J'e Jtb * (t)] (4.11)
where we have assumed that IA (t)12 is normalized to the photon rate. To facilitate the
calculations of the homodyne detection quadrature measurement, the signal can be split
into inphase and quadrature components (b, and b2) with reference to the phase of
A (t) e- J`te- O :
b(t) = (b+jb)A (t)te (4.12)
The inphase and quadrature components are defined with respect to the instantaneous phase
of the local oscillator. By substituting Equation (4.11) into (4.12) we obtain an expression
for the balanced receiver difference current in terms of the two quadratures,
i (t) = 2elA (t)12 [ (cos )b 1 + (sin )b 2] (4.13)
The objective of the phase sensitive homodyne detection is to make a measurement of one
of the signal's quadratures that contains the GAWBS modulation. From inspection of
Equation (4.9) we see that by picking the local oscillator bias phase 0, equal to 7t/2, the
GAWBS noise is projected in the measured quadrature. The difference current fluctuations
are displayed on a spectrum analyzer and the noise power spectrum is recorded. We wish
to predict the GAWBS noise power spectrum and proceed by calculating the Fourier
transform of the difference current from Equation (4.13):
T
2
i(2) = 2e e-J•Aa(t) 12 K(t) (4.14)
2 TT
2
where T is the observation time, assumed to approach infinity. Note that the Fourier
transforms used here are consistent with the definition for noise spectral densities as
described in Appendix A of reference [84]. The transform pairs are defined by:
T
2
f(n2) = lim 1 f (t) e-Jrdt (4.15)
SJ27cTT-T
2
T
2
f (t) = lim -- f(n) eedQ (4.16)
T-+•4 2t f
T
2
In the sequel, we will have to distinguish between spectra of quantities and their absolute
squares. In order to maintain a simple notation we use A(t) and A(2) to signify the usual
time function and its Fourier transform, and IAI2 (t) for the absolute square of the time
function and its Fourier transform, IAJ2 (f) . In order to obtain the mean square
fluctuations of the difference current and consequently its power spectrum, we first
compute the square of the difference current spectrum,
(1i (2) J2) = -2e2 dtjdtePjl(t- t')JAI2 (t)JAI 2 (t") (Ic (t)c* (t')r) (4.17)
7tT
We notice that Equation (4.17) involves an autocorrelation function of Ki(t). Since the
GAWBS modulation analysis and measurements will arrive at a spectral description of KC(t),
it is best to introduce into the equation now the Fourier transform expression for X(t).
Equation (4.17) is described in terms of the spectrum of ic(t), x(Q) by,
(Ii ()1 2)= If e2IdtJdt'e-j (t-t') TrdfQide'AtlA2 (.,)T 27c (4.18)
X Jd~f "e~jt [IAI2 (0")] dJd2 eao'" (t-t') ,(t ,-Q" 2)
After some manipulation, the expression can be written:
(Ii (9)2) 1) 2e2 'dQ"d 'd Q"'"AL2 (!a') [tAt2 ("), i
x 8 (L -L' -n'") 8 (n - 2"- 2'") (i ('") 12) (4.19)
which is further simplified,
(Ii ()2) ) = 4e2 lAl2 ( -. '") [tAI2 (g-.")](I ( .'")12)dQ'" (4.20)
To coincide with the frequency domain expressions above for the difference current
fluctuations, we can rewrite K(t) as a function of 9. Using the definition for Ki from
Equation (4.10), we find for the spectrum:
2122( 2(2n 0427 2 (sin (ksz/2))(lc)(n 12X)A = Tn - An (n ) F2z (4.21)(ksz/2)2
4.4 Explicit mode spectrum
In this section the explicit GAWBS modes are incorporated into the difference
current noise spectrum. The GAWBS modes frequencies can be computed by solving the
differential equation for the vibrational modes of a long cylinder with the appropriate
boundary conditions 57,86. For the dilatational modes, the boundary conditions at the fiber
surface result in the following Bessel function equation 58
(1 - 2 )Jo(Y) -a J2 (y) = 0 (4.22)
VdYnThe frequency of the nth mode is given by Qn - , where Vd=5.933 Km/s is the
a
dilatation velocity for fused silica, a is the fiber (cladding) radius, and Yn is the nth zero of
Equation (4.22). The parameter a defined as the ratio between the shear velocity for fused
silica, Vs=3.764 Km/s, and Vd, is approximately 0.62. In Table 4.2 the calculated
dilatational mode frequencies from Equation (4.22) are shown. These frequency
resonances were observed in the GAWBS power spectrum shown in Figure 4.4, along with
additional excitations from the splitting of degenerated modes due to axis asymmetry in the
cylindrical structure in the PM fiber (with stress rods). The spike near 500 MHz is not a
GAWBS excitation but rf pick-up from the mode-locker driver. Additional frequencies
with lower energies are attributed to some torsional-radial modes.
TABLE 4.1. Calculated polarized scattering frequencies for dilatational modes
frequency
Rom (MHz)
1 27.04
2 73.07
3 116.46
4 159.49
5 202.40
6 245.25
7 288.06
8 330.86
9 373.64
10 416.39
11 459.18
12 501.94
13 544.70
14 587.45
START 10.00 MHz STOP 50.00 MHz
START 50.00 MHz
dBm/Hz
dBm/Hz
STOP 95.00 MHz
MARKER
-42.2 ýM-
-i 7.14 dBN/Hz
START 95.000 MHz STOP 250.0 MHz
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-1T8.19T dB /Hz
- -4 - -~
START 250.0 MHz STOP 500.0 MHz
FIGURE 4. 4 Observed GAWBS mode frequencies for cw input from 10 MHz to 500
MHz. First radially symmetric modes at approximately 27 MHz.
dBm/Hz
dBm/Hz
The azimuthal modes are neglected since they do not contribute appreciably to the
energy in the polarized GAWBS modes. We shall look at the spectrum of GAWBS
produced by a mode associated with a given transverse (radial) acoustic pattern. Each mode
corresponds to a particular nonzero frequency and the branch around ks=0 has little
dispersion. The phase velocity for these acoustic wave thus approaches infinity while the
group velocity approaches zero. We consider the scattering produced by modes with ks=O.
(sin (ksz/2) )2
Then, the 2 term of Equation (4.21) becomes unity and the explicit
(ksz/2)
spectrum can be calculated using Equation (4.3) and a Lorenzian linewidth model for each
acoustic mode,
2 2 2 C22(n kTJ
Aam2 2 (4.23)
F
X 7
2 2S(92- Old) + A
The interpretation is as follows. First of all there is the multiplier (2r/X)22, which comes
from the GAWBS generation Equation (4.6). Next comes the excitation of An2 by the
thermal energy of kT per mode, divided by the mode volume. Finally we add explicitly over
all the modes m determined from Equation (4.22). The Lorenzian spectrum assumed for
each mode of bandwidth AQmn is weighted by the filling factor for each of the modes, F2m.
The spectrum of the current follows from Equations (4.20) and (4.23). We use the
approximation that the pulse is of constant amplitude for which,
2 Sn )2
12 1 2(s=2 A40, 2 ) 42i2q1IAI2(- )I 2( A40  (( 2n_ ~-nq (4.24)
TR q n TR
where t is the pulse width and TR is the pulse train period. The use of Gaussian pulses gives
small numerical corrections. The filling factor Fm decreases with increasing m and finally
cuts off at some mode number M. In this calculation we assume Fm to be constant up to M
and zero beyond. Under this assumption, the mean square fluctuations of the difference
current in the phase noise quadrature become,
S( 12) 2 2S(I )GAWBS 8e2Ao •TRZ1l ca2
A22m (4.25)
X I 2
q, m 2xq)+ 2q _-•m + 2 +A
4.5 Squeezing measurement in presence of GAWBS
If a nonlinear Sagnac fiber interferometer is used for squeezing, as it is in the
experiments, the GAWBS occurs in the background of squeezed quantum fluctuations.
When GAWBS is measured experimentally, and when, hopefully, squeezing is successful
so that it is not overwhelmed by the GAWBS phase noise, the quantum noise spectrum
must be added to the GAWBS spectrum. Furthermore, since the quantum noise is usually
referred to as the zero-point fluctuations or the shot noise level, this analysis gives a
convenient normalization of the GAWBS spectrum with respect to the vacuum noise
reference.
In the analysis of GAWBS, we concentrated on the quadrature noise since the
GAWBS appears as phase noise. Similarly, when considering squeezing, and the phase
dependence of the noise, it is necessary to retain the 0-dependence (local oscillator
projection phase) of the difference current spectrum. Thus, one must start with Equation
(4.13), replacing b, and b2, by c1 and C2 the quadrature components of operator Ci. These
quadrature components are the results from propagating operator ^ through the fiber Kerr
nonlinearity and will thus contain the squeezing. We can now write the difference current
expression,
i (t) = 2elAi2 (t) (Pici) (4.26)
where the subscripts i now represent the matrices components product. We define p as the
row matrix,
P = cosý sin,] (4.27)
and the operator 'i as the column matrix,
2 - 2K (z)IA 2 (t) (4.28)
where the nonlinear coefficient K(z) is defined by,
2nt hvo
K (z) -2n -hv (4.29)
eff
In Equation (4.31), n2 is the nonlinear index coefficient, Aeff is the effective cross-sectional
area of the optical mode, and vo is the optical carrier frequency. The column matrix
operator contains the unaltered input inphase fluctuations bl, and the quadrature excitation
operator as affected by the Kerr phase shift.
Using this matrix notation, the difference current spectrum can be calculated. The
expression for the difference current fluctuations will involve the following correlation
matrix:
1
Ci) 2(i (t) (AV(t')) + (- (t')) (i(t) ) ) (4.30)
In order to compute the individual matrix elements involving the time correlation of
quadrature operator components, we take a small diversion and consider the simple case of
calculating the spectral density of the inphase fluctuations for ^1. The quadrature operator
a is defined in terms of the coherent state annihilation and creation operators:
, =1 (a + at) (4.31)
The normalized spectrum of &ilt from the Fourier transform relations defined in Equations
(4.15) and (4.16) becomes,
(a (n) t(n)1) = 127c
Thus, the spectrum of ai follows from above,
(I - (n) 12) (= [ () + at (a)]
4
which reduces to,
( (K) 12) =
4
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)18i
From the Fourier transform of this spectrum, one may calculate the desired correlation
function of a, as follows:
(a1(t)a 1 (t')) = de2 P (Ia (Q)2) = 1s(t- t')8 (4.35)
We are now in a position to evaluate to correlation matrix elements in Equation (4.32).
Using the results from (4.37) we can reduce the correlation matrix to,
IK(z) [JAl 2
1 K(z) [IA 2 (t) +lA2 (t')]
(t) +Ai 2 (t')] 1 + 4K2 (z) A1I2 (t) IA12( t)
The expression for the difference current noise spectrum becomes:
2
e pipjfdtfdt'( (t- t') e-j( A * (t) A (t')
X 1 K(z) [JAI2 (t) +AI2 (t')]
which(z) [AI2 (t) +AI2 o,')] +4K 2 (z) AI2 (t)A 2
which reduces to,
( i () 12 )quantum -
2
e pdfe-jiI 2 2t27,- iPjjfdte JAI (t)
X 1 K(z) [IA 2 (t) +JA1 2(t')]
K(z) [AI2 (t) + AI2(t') ] I + 4K2 (z)IAI 2(t)IA 2(t')J
It is simplest to assume that the pump and local oscillator are rectangular laser pulses of
1C.. = -1 6(t- t')
Li 4
(4.36)
(4.37)
(4.38)
[a (Q) + at () ] )
(1i (2) 12)quantum
constant amplitudes Ao, and durations r. The expression then reduces to:
2 e 2 T 2A 1 204(i ( ) )quantum TPiP 2A o ) (4.39)
where (D is the Kerr nonlinear phase shift which with the definition for K(z) is equal to
K(z)A0 2.
Because the GAWBS noise is uncorrelated with the quantum noise, we can simply
add it to the phase noise quadrature component or the 22-element in the correlation matrix.
If one considers only the phase quadrature noise, it is convenient to refer the GAWBS noise
to the quadrature noise produced by the quantum inphase noise. The quadrature quantum
noise is proportional to the fiber length squared, while the GAWBS noise is proportional
to length. In order to arrive at a length independent parameter, we define:
4(li (.) 12 GAWBS ( j)12 GAWBS( 22= (4.40)
(li () 12)quadrature e - 0A2 402
This [-parameter corresponds to the p-parameter used by Shelby et al. 82 . The g-parameter
contains the critical information on the GAWBS contribution to the phase noise spectrum
measurement. From the preceding analysis the g-parameter can be written explicitly as:
27c(21c nkT 2AD
22 S
2 = - 1 (4.41)
TR n ADqn q, m + 2xq + A 22
eff TR m
The g-parameter consists of a multiplier (in wavy brackets) containing fundamental
parameters, the fiber cladding radius, acoustic velocity and the photoelastic coupling
efficiency for silica. The second factor is the sum over the spectra of the frequency shifted
band edges. Introducing the values listed in Table 4.2, one computes a value for the first
factor (in wavy brackets) of 19.2.
TABLE 4.2. parameter values for calculating .
variable value
T 100 ps
TR 10 ns
X 1.32 glm
0.01
n 1.4585
p 2200 kg/m3
a 62.5 pm
cs  5.933 km/s
Aeff 7(3.75 Im)2
Afm 27C(2 MHz)
In Table 4.2 the value for A92m the GAWBS mode linewidth was taken as an average from
experimental results, both our own and of Shelby et al. 58 for the unstripped fiber case. For
stripped fibers the linewidths become narrower, ranging from as low as 20 kHz for the
lowest frequency resonance to several hundred kHz. The sum from the second portion of
Equation (4.43) is very sensitive to the exact center frequency location of the first band
edge. We picked for the frequency of the first band 25.4 MHz, a value consistent with data
for the particular fiber (Fujikura panda type) used in the experiment. We found from
measurements of several other fibers that the frequency and line shape of the first band edge
can vary erratically from sample to sample of different manufacturers and even between
sequential samples from the same spool. Small geometrical distortions the most simple one
being variations in the fiber diameter between samples significantly affect the GAWBS
spectrum at low frequencies. For example even a 0.1 pm change in size of a 125 gpm
diameter single mode fiber can shift the first resonant frequency by 50 kHz. Size deviations
of as much as 1 to 2 gpm are statistically common among commercially available fibers.
In our experiments described further on, the critical frequency at which the p.-
parameter is to be evaluated is essentially zero, considering that the noise is observed
between 40 kHz and 90 kHz, frequencies much lower than the linewidth of 2 MHz for the
unstripped fiber. This low frequency value of the sum is very sensitive to the initial band
edge frequency. This frequency can vary considerably with cladding size and the particular
fiber geometry. Figure 4.5 shows a series of plots of the calculated sum factor from
Equation (4.43) by using the frequency eigenvalues to the Bessel function Equation (4.22)
for several different initial (m = 0) band edge frequencies.
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FIGURE 4. 5 Low frequency (0-100 kHz) computed g.-sum component from Equation
(4.43) plotted for four different band edge frequencies (24.8, 25.0, 25.2, 25.4 MHz)
If we multiply the value of 19.2 by the lowest low frequency value of the sum, we
obtain a total value of pg = 6.1. Even lower values of p. are possible. By reducing AQm for
example by 20%, the gt sum value at zero frequency drops to approximately 0.10, leading
to a p = 1.9. Using the parameter p., we may now substitute the GAWBS phase noise
directly into the 22-component of the correlation matrix, Equation (4.38). If we normalize
to the shot noise level (shot noise level is equal to one), the correlation matrix is written,
/= 1 2 1
L20 1+ 4(D2 + g(j (4.42)
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The extrema of the noise, maximum value above and minimum value below the shot noise
level, are given by the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, which are,
X,= 1 +202+ It+2D 1+ +2+•-it + it (4.43)2 2 16
When measurements of the total noise are made, changes of the relative phase between the
local oscillator and the "signal" (in the present case noise) pick out different radii of the
correlation ellipse described by Equation (4.38) and supplemented with GAWBS noise.
The phase dependent measurement of the combined quantum noise and GAWBS
induced phase noise is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.6. The top portion illustrates
the squeezed vacuum ellipse modulated along the phase noise quadrature by the GAWBS.
Although the acquired phase noise is close to being orthogonal to the squeezed quadrature
direction it would seem to have only a minimal effect on the squeezing. Because the
squeezed ellipse is somewhat tilted however, with the angle determined by the magnitude
of the nonlinearity, the small projection of the phase noise onto the squeezed quadrature
can be so severe that no squeezing is observed at frequencies that overlap with the GAWBS
excitations. In the second part of Figure 4.6 the homodyne detection is shown. The
squeezed vacuum ellipse has acquired excess noise due to the GAWBS in both its anti-
squeezed and squeezed quadratures. The amount added along the anti-squeezed quadrature
is much larger, but even a small amount of excess noise along the squeezed quadrature
limits the observable squeezing. The g-parameter is a measure of the degradation to the
squeezed quadrature from the GAWBS excess noise.
GAWBS induced
phase noise
squeezed vacuui
balanced homodyne
detection
FIGURE 4. 6 Illustration of GAWBS induced phase noise on squeezed vacuum
measurement.
Thus far, we have neglected all the losses. We used a very low loss (< 0.1 dB) fiber
coupler in our experiments, and the fiber of 50 m length has negligible loss. The quantum
efficiency of the detector acts as an effective loss. Thus, it is appropriate to represent all the
losses and the effect of the detectors' nonunity quantum efficiencies by a beamsplitter of
power transmission R, coupling a fraction (l-R) of zero point fluctuations. This
beamsplitter follows the excitation represented by the correlation matrix. With this added
correction, the extrema of the noise are given by:
N I -| I I
2R 2 1 1 2X= 1+2RD2 +-± R. g 2RQ 1+D + -I 1 +-9p (4.44)
2 2 16
4.6 Experimental measurements
We performed both low frequency (40 kHz - 90 kHz) and high frequency (15 MHz
- 85 MHz) noise power measurements of the difference current fluctuations with the
squeezing and anti-squeezing phase. Equation (4.46) predicts the noise for these two
extrema and can be used to derive values of p by comparing the ( dependence of the
observed fluctuations. Figure 4.7 shows the low frequency (f = 40 kHz) set of noise
reduction data relative to the shot noise level as a function of input power level or cD, that
are well matched with a g-value of 5. The gaussian pulse shape correction is not considered
in the theoretical curves. In this figure, the combined total of experimental losses including
the non-ideal detector efficiencies, optical losses and mode overlap was estimated at 15%
(R = 0.85). The second curve in Figure 4.7 is the predicted squeezing level for the pt=0 case
but with R = 0.85.
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FIGURE 4. 7 Low frequency squeezing data plotted in units of dB below shot noise with
increasing peak nonlinear phase shift (pump power)
Measurements of the noise power spectrum over the frequency range 15-85 MHz
reveal significant frequency dependence of ip (as expected) with a peak centered about 25
MHz and a through around 60 MHz, as shown in Figure 4.8. This is an example of the
significant differences in the frequency dependence of the GAWBS that exist between
different fiber samples. The GAWBS noise spectra shown in Figure 4.2 is by comparison,
much less structured, with relatively little variation in the noise magnitude across the
frequency span. The difference in amplitude between the peak and through is
approximately 8 dB in Figure 4.8.
START 15,00 MHz STOP 85.00 MHz
FIGURE 4. 8 The combined anti-squeezing and GAWBS noise power spectrum for
pulsed pump and fiber sample with highly frequency dependent GAWBS phase noise.
Vertical scale is 2 dB/div.
We were able to observe squeezing at the frequency measurement window corresponding
to the phase noise through between 58 MHz and 62 MHz. The squeezing measurement
around 60 MHz is shown in Figure 4.9. The upper trace corresponds to the shot noise level,
and the squeezed noise level (lower trace) is approximately 3 dB below.
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FIGURE 4. 10 Predicted anti-squeezing plus GAWBS magnitude as a function of pump
pulse accumulated nonlinear phase shift for [t = 5 and 50. The discrete points are
experimental measurements at 25 MHz (fit with g = 50) and at 60 MHz (fit with g = 5).
The reason for the frequency variation emerges from Equation (4.43). It is a
superposition of resonance responses shifted (convolved) by the periodic spectrum of the
pulse train. What components of these responses end up at low (Q = 0) frequencies is a
strong function of the pulse repetition rate, the band edge frequencies, the spectral
linewidths of the responses, and the duration of the pump pulses. The duration of the pump
pulses determines the width A(p of the pump spectrum. Once Acp exceed the width of the
GAWBS spectrum nm, the convolution decreases in the ratio I2m/Aw p. This fact is one of
the motivations of the IBM group 8 7 and us88 for the use of sub-picosecond pulses.
4.7 Summary
The nonlinear Sagnac ring is a remarkably simple system for producing squeezed
vacuum that also permits the reuse of the pump as local oscillator. Particularly, this
configuration could be implemented without any loss of pump power if nonreciprocal
elements are employed. We have achieved 5 dB squeezing at low frequencies (40-90 kHz)
which makes this system particularly convenient for implementation in measurement
technology. Our experiments show, in addition, that the noise generated by GAWBS can
be avoided to an acceptable degree in this low frequency regime, when the acoustic
resonances of the fiber occur at frequencies that do not convert appreciably into the
frequency range of the measurement window.
This chapter has presented a detailed analysis of the GAWBS noise and the
experimental finding of a normalized noise level of gt = 5 has been confirmed by the
theoretical analysis. The noise level is quite sensitive to the precise location of the acoustic
band edges, and to the bandwidths of the acoustic modes. This finding suggests that there
are fiber designs that are capable of suppressing GAWBS modestly in confined frequency
regimes.
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elements are employed. We have achieved 5 dB squeezing at low frequencies (40-90 kHz)
which makes this system particularly convenient for implementation in measurement
technology. Our experiments show, in addition, that the noise generated by GAWBS can
be avoided to an acceptable degree in this low frequency regime, when the acoustic
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frequency range of the measurement window.
This chapter has presented a detailed analysis of the GAWBS noise and the
experimental finding of a normalized noise level of g = 5 has been confirmed by the
theoretical analysis. The noise level is quite sensitive to the precise location of the acoustic
band edges, and to the bandwidths of the acoustic modes. This finding suggests that there
are fiber designs that are capable of suppressing GAWBS modestly in confined frequency
regimes.
Chapter 5.0 Dual Pulse Experiment
5.1 Introduction
All squeezing schemes must overcome classical noise sources to achieve quantum
noise limited operation. In fibers the most important and troublesome source of classical
noise is the thermal excitation of acoustic frequency index modulation modes described in
the previous chapter. Even though GAWBS occur at frequencies higher than -20 MHz, the
noise process limits low frequency squeezing measurements when the pump is pulsed
because of the convolution at the detection. As described in Chapter 4, the squeezing
magnitude scales with the pulse peak power-length product, while the GAWBS scales with
the average power-length product. The IBM group 87 sought to take advantage of this
scaling difference and designed an experiment that achieves large nonlinear phase shifts
with a relatively low average pump power and length product by using short pulses. The
researchers at IBM 87 partially reduced GAWBS through the use of a short fiber (about 5
meters) and ultra-short pulses (-200 fs) of high peak power. The use of ultra-short pulses
however has limitations such as the Raman-induced self frequency shift and Raman noise.
The effect of Raman noise termed POPS (Phase sensitive Optical Phonon Scattering) on
soliton squeezing has been recently studied by Kartner et al.8 1. GAWBS has also affected
quantum nondemolition measurements of photon number as carried out by Sakai et al.89 .
who combat the GAWBS noise by using two pulses that are separated by a time interval
that is small compared with the GAWBS inverse bandwidth.
5.2 Schemes to overcome GAWBS
In this chapter experiments using a novel scheme proposed by Shirasaki and
Haus90, for canceling the GAWBS noise in the fiber ring squeezer are discussed. The
technique works by employing two pulses separated by a short time delay as in reference
[89] that are then used, via a rapid ir-phase switching, to cancel the GAWBS phase noise
in the fiber ring interferometer. The dual pulse excited fiber ring is used to generate
squeezed vacuum, that when injected into a measuring Mach-Zehnder interferometer, is
shown to improve its sensitivity by 3 dB beyond the shot noise limit.
Although squeezing has been demonstrated with a fiber ring interferometer
GAWBS adversely affected the results, even when the measurement window was chosen
at lower frequencies since the noise may be convolved into the window through coherent
mixing in the balanced homodyne detection. The measurements reported in Chapter 3 were
performed with a fiber that exhibited particularly low GAWBS at the measurement
window. Since the level of GAWBS can be much higher with other fibers and at different
measurement windows, it is essential that means be developed to eliminate its effect on the
squeezing.
Unlike quantum noise which is a result of the fundamental quantum mechanical
nature of light, the GAWBS noise is a classical effect and may be overcome by employing
one of several schemes. One method is to use a very short fiber length, even shorter than in
reference [87], such that the round trip time in the ring is shorter than the inverse bandwidth
of the phase noise spectrum. The two counter-propagating pulses in the ring interferometer
acquire correlated phase noise and the fiber is essentially frozen in time to the GAWBS.
Back at the coupler the two pulses interfere and the phase noise is canceled coherently. A
second method employs a pump pulse train with a repetition rate that is faster than the
highest phase noise frequency (about 1 GHz)83. We have performed squeezing
experiments with such a high repetition rate source which will be discussed in the following
chapter. Finally, in the third method proposed by Shirasaki and Haus 90 described in this
chapter, the fiber ring is excited by two consecutive pulses separated by a time interval
shorter than the inverse bandwidth of the GAWBS. Before detection, one of the local
oscillator pulses is vt-phase shifted with respect to the second. Since the two pulses
experience the same phase noise, each pulse contributes to the detection noise current but
with an opposite sign. The GAWBS phase noise contribution to each of the two detectors
is nulled. Following the balanced subtraction the laser classical noise is canceled and only
the quantum noise remains.
5.3 Phase noise in the fiber ring
We consider the effect of GAWBS on the squeezed vacuum measurement with the
balanced homodyne detector. A simple classical analysis of the phase noise in the fiber ring
is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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FIGURE 5. 1 Schematic of the experimental configuration used in the phase noise
classical analysis.
An input pulse of amplitude U (t) is split in two by the input 50/50 fiber coupler. Each
pulse half accumulates a high frequency phase modulation due to GAWBS. The counter-
propagating pulses will acquire different modulations, 4 (t) and 02 (t), at frequencies
above the reciprocal of the fiber loop's transit time. Back at the coupler the two pulses add
and subtract coherently. The fact that each pulse acquires different phase noise acts to
imbalance the fiber ring and leads to the leakage of a small signal through the squeezed
vacuum transmission port. We designate the reflected pulse as the local oscillator UL (t) ,
and the transmitted pulse as the leaked signal Us (t) , described by the following
: L /JLX
U2(t) eJ (f
expressions:
UL (t) = e U(t) cos (, (t) - ~2 (t)) (5.1)
Us (t) = e0 U (t) sin ( (t) - ~2 (t) )
J % (1t) + 2W (t))The first component of the phase noise modulation e , is common to the local
oscillator and signal and therefore does not contribute to the difference current power
spectrum. The fields from Equation (5.1) are input to the beamsplitter of the balanced
detector, following a variable phase shift OLO, of the local oscillator field. The output fields
which reach the two detectors (designated detector A and detector B) are,
1 jeLOUA= (ULe + Us)
(5.2)
UA 1 = ULe -Us )
leading to the following expression for difference current,
UJOLoU * Ue -jLo
iA - iB = ULe Us L U s  (5.3)
We can simplify Equation (5.3) by first order approximation to obtain,
-i B = 2IU (t)i2 [2 (t) -1(t)] sin0LO (5.4)
which if expanded to higher orders would include low frequency modulation that is
canceled by the balanced receiver. The noise spectrum measurement can now be examined
in the context of this simple analysis. The difference current output is fed to a spectrum
analyzer which measures the noise power, i.e. the mean square Fourier amplitude at some
rf frequency 8. The difference current in Equation (5.4) is the product of two time-
dependent quantities, the local oscillator intensity IU(t)12 and the difference in phase
modulation acquired by the counter-propagating pulses, [02(t) - 4• (t)]. The frequency
spectrum of these quantities will correspond to the convolution of the local oscillator
spectrum with the Fourier transform of [02(t) - l1(t)]. The Fourier transform of the latter
quantity will be zero below the frequency corresponding to the inverse round-trip time in
the ring and non-zero at higher frequencies due to the failure of the phase shifts experienced
by the two counter-propagating pulses to correlate. The noise spectrum on the spectrum
analyzer is then,
(li ()1 2) = 4 ILO (sin (OLo)) )U 2 ) (A) (A(- O') )dQ' (5.5)
where ILO is the local oscillator power, U2(D2) is the pulse intensity spectrum, and
(]AO (Q2 - 2') 1) is the spectrum of the phase difference noise one would see from the ring
with a cw laser. In Chapter 4 a detailed analysis was provided for the magnitude and exact
distribution of the GAWBS lines that are convolved to low frequencies by the pulse train's
Fourier components. Here we examine the general effect on the squeezed vacuum by the
GAWBS induced phase noise in the fiber ring.
When the fiber has no GAWBS, the term [02(t) - 01(t)], is zero for all frequencies
and the light in the squeezed vacuum path is truly squeezed vacuum. Such a squeezed
vacuum state is represented by an ellipse in the phasor diagram with zero averages,
centered about the origin as shown in Figure 5.2.
.ocal oscillator phase
FIGURE 5. 2 Phasor plane diagram for loci of mean-square deviations (Wigner
distribution) for squeezed vacuum.
With proper phase adjustment, the local oscillator projects the reduced noise quadrature of
the squeezed vacuum and a noise level below the standard quantum limit is achieved. With
thermally induced acoustic vibrations present in the fiber the two counter-propagating
pulses acquire uncorrelated phase noise. If the optical pulse bandwidth is much wider than
the GAWBS frequency spectrum, we can assume that the GAWBS excitation amplitude is
constant across the pulse duration. The GAWBS excitation will then displace the squeezed
vacuum ellipse along the pump's phase quadrature in a direction perpendicular to its
4
amplitude. The squeezed vacuum ellipse will fluctuate at frequencies corresponding to the
GAWBS. The displacement magnitude differs from pulse to pulse and the ellipse can be
located at any point along the axis, as shown in Figure 5.3. Now the noise magnitude
measured with the local oscillator and the relatively slow receiver integration, is enhanced
by the excess phase noise as illustrated by the darker area.
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FIGURE 5. 3 The squeezed vacuum ellipse fluctuates because of GAWBS induced phase
noise in the direction perpendicular to the pump. The horizontal axis indicates the pump
phase
5.4 Dual-pulse suppression scheme
In the scheme proposed by Shirasaki and Haus 90 shown in Figure 5.4, the input
pulse is split evenly into two pulses that are separated by a short time delay. The 3 dB loss
Irk
WL----%
from the splitting does not affect the squeezing because the loss is incurred by the pump
before the squeezing process. The delay stage is adjusted to separate the pulses by a time
duration that is shorter than the GAWBS inverse bandwidth (-1 ns) to insure that the two
consecutive pulses will experience the same phase noise modulation. The dual-pulse input
to the fiber ring is split in two again by the coupler and reconstructs by interference when
the two dual-pulse halves return after propagating in opposite directions. A 7t-phase
modulator is placed in the squeezed light path. Because the two consecutive pulses are
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FIGURE 5.4 Proposed GAWBS cancelation scheme from reference [90]. Two pulses
separated by a short time interval obtain correlated phase noise. Before detection the
second squeezed vacuum pulse is n-phase modulated with respect to the first pulse.
modulated by correlated phase noise, the resulting squeezed vacuum ellipses are displaced
by equal magnitudes. Before the homodyne detector, a t-phase shift is imposed upon one
of the squeezed vacuum ellipses. This can be performed with a fast sinusoidal modulation
as long as the pulse duration is sufficiently shorter than the modulation wavelength, so that
the it phase shift is constant across the pulse. The resulting homodyne detection of the
squeezed noise following this modulation is shown in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5 is a snap-shot
in time of the two squeezed vacuum pulses emerging from the fiber ring. It is useful to note
that unlike Figure 5.3 which indicates many pulses randomly fluctuating over time, in
Figure 5.5 only one event is shown. The two squeezed ellipses have been equally displaced
upwards by the GAWBS, but one (the lower ellipse) has been it-phase modulated and is
shown to be displaced in the opposite direction. At the homodyne detection the consecutive
pulses produce current fluctuations of the same magnitude but opposite sign and the net
contribution is nulled. The quantum noise is of course not canceled and the local oscillator
projects the squeezed noise quadrature shown by the black shading, free of the excess phase
noise.
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FIGURE 5. 5 Instantaneous cancelation of the GAWBS with the dual-pulse ir-phase
modulation scheme. Shown are two consecutive squeezed ellipses that experience the
same displacement. The second ellipse is provided with a ni-phase to cancel the shift, the
quantum noise remains.
The same output is obtained if the ic-phase modulator is placed in the local oscillator
rather than the squeezed vacuum path. In this case the two local oscillator pulses have
opposite phases leading to same opposite contribution to the difference current fluctuations
from the consecutive squeezed vacuum pulses. Placing the i7-phase modulator in the local
oscillator path has the advantage of removing losses from the squeezed light. Realistically,
a fiber coupled waveguide modulator component has approximately 3 dB of insertion loss,
which would be detrimental to the squeezed signal.
5.5 GAWBS cancellation experiments
In the experimental configuration 94 shown in Figure 5.6 the laser source is a
1.32gm mode-locked Nd:YAG laser emitting 100 ps pulses at a 100 MHz repetition rate.
Each input pulse is separated into two pulses delayed by 500 ps with respect to each other
which are coupled into the fiber ring interferometer composed of 50 m of polarization
maintaining (PM) fiber and a 3 dB coupler. The coupling loss to the fiber is approximately
10%. A portion of the reflected dual pulse pump is picked off to be used as the dual pulse
local oscillator by an 85/15 fiber coupler (but all of the pump power could be reused, in
principle, with a non-reciprocal optical circulator). A nt-phase shift is then imposed upon
one of the local oscillator pulses with a PM fiber phase modulator driven by a 1 GHz
microwave signal with phase control and synchronization to the mode-locked pulse
repetition rate. The fiber to fiber insertion loss for the modulator is approximately 3 dB.
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FIGURE 5. 6 Experimental configuration of the scheme used to cancel the GAWBS
induced phase noise. Two consecutive pulses delayed by 500 ps enter the fiber ring. One
pulse is n-phase shifted with respect to the second pulse in the local oscillator path.
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With the fiber used in this experiment, Fujikura panda with a pure silica core, we
measured a significantly larger amount of excess noise due to GAWBS at the low
frequency measurement window (40-90 kHz) than with the fiber used in Chapter 3 and
reference [75]. The GAWBS noise measured with the homodyne detection may be
quantified by the parameter g, defined in Chapter 4 as the ratio between the GAWBS
contribution to the current noise spectrum and the inphase quantum noise contribution:
(li (a )l)GAWBS
g - (5.6)(Ii (2) 12 )quadrature
where QD is the nonlinear phase shift. For this fiber and measurement frequency window g
is approximately 50, and for this value the expected observable squeezing would be
negligibly small if no suppression scheme was employed.
We determine the successful cancelation of the GAWBS phase noise by measuring
the maximum noise quadrature output from the balanced homodyne detection. In Figure
5.7 we show the power spectral density measured at low frequencies (80-100 kHz). The
total average power in the fiber ring for this measurement was 350 mW which corresponds
to approximately 1.6 radians of peak nonlinear phase shift accumulated by each pulse. In
both parts (a) and (b) in Figure 5.7 the lower trace is the shot noise level obtained when the
squeezed vacuum input port is blocked. The shot noise level has been verified with a 0.1
dB accuracy by cross checking the level with direct laser excitation and with white light
sources. The upper trace in part (a) of Figure 5.7 is the maximum quadrature noise
projected after unblocking the squeezed vacuum path arm and turning off the rf driver to
the it-phase modulator. This level, 18 dB above the shot noise level, is produced by the
noise contributions from the quantum anti-squeezing and from the GAWBS induced phase
noise. In Figure 5.7(b) taken with the n-phase modulator on, the upper trace contains
mostly the quantum anti-squeezing contribution (8.9 dB) and a small amount of uncanceled
GAWBS noise (1.1 dB). The magnitude of the amplified quantum noise is determined
analytically from the approximated peak nonlinear phase shift and the remaining noise is
attributed to GAWBS. Thus, approximately 8 dB of excess phase noise has been
successfully canceled by the dual pulse it-phase modulation scheme. From the magnitude
of the uncanceled GAWBS noise we determine that the g value has been reduced to
approximately 5.
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FIGURE 5. 7 Power spectra from the balanced detection showing cancellation of excess
phase noise. In (a) the maximum projected noise is the sum of anti-squeezing and the
GAWBS; in (b) with the in-phase modulation scheme 8 dB of GAWBS noise is canceled.
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5.6 Sub-shot-noise measurement
The demonstrated successful cancellation cleansed the squeezed vacuum from the
excess phase noise. The next experimental objective was to demonstrate the use of the
generated squeezed vacuum to enhance the sensitivity of a shot noise limited measurement.
The analysis in Chapter 1 summarized the theoretical predictions by many authors7' 8,9 that
the measurement noise in an interferometer can be entirely attributed to one quadrature
component of the zero point fluctuations impinged upon the input beamsplitter's unused
port. By injecting squeezed vacuum into that open input port with its reduced noise
quadrature biased along the measurement direction, we can improve upon the standard
quantum limit of the measurement's signal-to-noise ratio. Experiments that make use of
squeezed light to reduce the level of fluctuations below the shot noise limit have been
demonstrated in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer 91 with squeezed light from an optical
parametric oscillator, in a single arm polarization interferometer 92 and for atomic
spectroscopy 93 with squeezed light generated via optical parametric amplification. In the
experiments discussed in the following, the squeezed vacuum generated by the nonlinear
fiber ring is used to improve upon the quantum noise limited sensitivity of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer.
In Figure 5.8 the same experimental apparatus is shown but with an appended
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The interferometer is simply composed of two 50/50 AR
coated beamsplitters and two mirrors, one mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT).
The total size of the Mach-Zehnder is small (5 x 5 cm 2), to minimize the relative arm length
drift rate. The interferometer can remain stable at a biased phase without active
stabilization for about 2 minutes. We bias the Mach-Zehnder at the nr/2 operation point and
modulate the phase at 50 kHz by dithering the PZT mounted mirror. The reflected dual
pulse pump is reused as the measuring probe in the interferometer. With the squeezed arm
blocked, the balanced detection output spectrum consists of the 50 kHz phase modulation
signal accompanied by the shot noise background.
Fiber (Norlinea)Input
3cB coupler
Local oscdlator
Output
Mach-Zehnder
measurement interferometer
FIGURE 5. 8 Configuration used for the sub-shot-noise phase measurement at 50 kHz.
The reflected pump is partly reused as the measurement probe in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer.
This shot noise limited measurement is the power spectrum trace shown in Figure
5.9(a) in units of dBm/Hz between 49 and 51 kHz with 600 mW (2.7 radians peak nonlinear
phase shift) of average power in the fiber ring. Now we unblock the squeezed vacuum port
and project the squeezed noise quadrature direction along the measured signal. The
background noise level drops by approximately 3 dB, as seen in the Figure 5.9(b) trace,
enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio beyond the shot noise limit. The expected amount of
squeezing with a gt=5 value for this input power level is 3.4 dB. In Figure 5.9(c) we show
the effect of projecting the anti-squeezing quadrature along the signal direction. The
resulting signal-to-noise ratio is severely degraded, burying the 50 kHz signal in additional
12 dB of anti-squeezing noise. Without the 7t-phase modulation, the amplified noise is 21
dB above the shot noise level.
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FIGURE 5. 9 Experimental results demonstrating signal-to-noise ratio improvement
beyond the shot noise limit. (a) The 50-kHz signal with shot noise, (b) the same signal
measured with squeezed noise projection for 3 dB improvement, (c) the signal immersed
in 12 dB of anti-squeezing noise when the orthogonal quadrature is projected.
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5.7 Summary
The asymmetry between the amount of squeezing and anti-squeezing can be
attributed to two effects. First, the gaussian shape of the pump pulse causes the squeezing
in the center of the pulse to be larger and oriented at a different angle than the squeezing at
the wings of the pulse. The different orientations of the squeezing ellipses along the pulse
degrade the amount of measured squeezing compared with what it would be if the pump
were a square pulse 55. Second, additional asymmetry is caused by incomplete subtraction
of the GAWBS noise.
The squeezing level could be improved with higher input pump power, a more
complete suppression of the GAWBS noise, and a constant nonlinear phase across the pulse
envelope. One technical limitation is the sinusoidal driving signal to the phase modulator.
While the two pulse centers are p-phase shifted with respect to each other, the wings obtain
a slightly different phase due to the sinusoidal shape of the index modulation. The total
amount of uncanceled power is approximately 5%.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the successful cancelation of GAWBS
induced phase noise that has previously plagued squeezing in fiber experiments. The
generated squeezed vacuum from the nonlinear fiber ring interferometer was utilized in
improving the measurement sensitivity of a phase measurement by 3 dB beyond the shot
noise limit. The separation of the squeezed vacuum from the pump field by the
interferometric geometry permitted the balanced subtraction of the local oscillator noise at
low frequencies (50 kHz). This allowed the sensitivity improvement to be measured at such
a low frequency window, an important frequency range for practical high sensitivity
measurement instruments.
Chapter 6.0 GHz Pump Experiment
6.1 Introduction
When pulses are used to achieve a larger squeezing coefficient, the GAWBS peaks
generated by each Fourier component of the mode-locked pulse train appear as sidebands
of the Fourier components. We have shown in Chapter 4 how the detection process
convolves the spectrum. It becomes difficult and sometimes impossible to measure
squeezing between GAWBS peaks of the convolved spectrum. The exact form of the
resultant noise spectrum is highly dependent upon the particular fiber type and jacket, as
well as the repetition rate of the input pulse train. If the repetition rate is sufficiently high
however, i.e. higher than the bandwidth of the GAWBS, there is no overlap of the noise
between adjacent harmonics and the resultant spectrum has a similar shape to that obtained
with a cw pump repeated at every harmonic 83. Squeezing measurements can then be
performed between GAWBS peaks while maintaining the advantages of pulsed excitation,
namely: no backward Brillouin scattering, with large nonlinear phase shifts. In this chapter
we report on such squeezing experiments performed with a mode-locked 1 GHz repetition
rate laser source.
The experiments are performed with a fiber ring interferometer that is used to
separate the pump from the squeezed noise. Once separated, the pump power may be reused
in full as the local oscillator or as a probe beam in a separate measuring instrument
employing the full advantages from the squeezed vacuum to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. Previous squeezing experiments implemented this scheme with pulses of MHz
repetition rates in both the positive75,79,94 and negative (soliton) 87,88 dispersion regimes of
the fiber. The results obtained in Chapter 3 were achieved with a particular fiber whose
GAWBS excitations left low noise in the 40-90 kHz detection regime. We have also
discussed in Chapter 5 the demonstration of a sub-shot noise limited measurement in an
experiment in which the GAWBS noise was coherently canceled. The present experiment
is an alternate simpler approach to the GAWBS suppression.
In recent years the availability of high power laser diodes operating at the pumping
wavelength (near 800 nm) of solid state lasers such as Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF had made
possible the construction of high power compact sources. By mode-locking the short
cavities of diode-pumped solid state lasers, pulse trains of GHz repetition rates with
average powers in the tens to hundreds of mW have been achieved 95,96,97,99,100,10 1. For
actively mode-locked systems the pulse widths reported are tens of picoseconds in
duration. The highest repetition rate achieved was 5 GHz by Schulz and Henion 102 who
used frequency modulation mode-locking. More recently, passive mode-locking
techniques 103,104 such as additive pulse mode-locking 105, Kerr lens mode-locking1 06,107,
resonant passive mode-locking 108,109, and microdot mirror 110 have been demonstrated to
achieve even shorter pulses (ranging from several picoseconds to tens of femtoseconds)
that employ the full available bandwidth of the solid state gain medium.
6.2 Diode pumped laser system
Our laser source, developed by us in collaboration with Spectra Physics is a diode-
pumped Nd:YLF that is designed to lase at 1.314 plm. The laser module utilizes a fiber-
coupled laser diode bar to end pump the Nd:YLF crystal. The power coupled out of the
fiber bundle from the 10 Watt diode array is approximately 7 Watts at 790 nm. This
maximum level is reached with a current level of 17.5 Amps. The laser diode module is
attached to the rear of the power supply and the diode bar array is temperature controlled
by means of a thermo-electric cooler which is heat sunk to a water-cooled (internal
deionized water system) copper block. Fine tuning of the laser diode wavelength can be
done by simply changing the diode temperature dial. Basic operating temperature is
15.60C. The laser module operating at 1.314 pLm cw is shown in Figure 6.1 and consists of
the Nd:YLF crystal with anti-reflection (AR) coating and a flat high reflector (HR)
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designed for 1.314 plm. To suppress intracavity reflections the Nd:YLF crystal is also
wedged at a 20 degree angle. The 5% output coupler has a 60 cm radius of curvature. At
the maximum diode pump power, we obtained approximately 600 mW of average output
power at 1.314 pLm. This power level reduced steadily with time and after about a year of
use the laser emits closer to 400 mW of average cw power.
FIBER BUNDLE AR @
Nd:YLF
HR @ 1.31g. m
60 cm RoC
output coupler
FIGURE 6. 1 Diode pumped Nd:YLF laser system for cw operation at 1.314 pm.
When operated in the cw mode, the laser oscillates at several longitudinal modes.
This free running spectrum was measured with a scanning Fabry Perot and the result is
shown in Figure 6.2. The spectrum consists of five modes that span over approximately
3.45 Angstroms or about 60 GHz.
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FIGURE 6. 2 Free running cw spectrum measurement with a scanning Fabry Perot. The
center line is at 1.314 pm and the bandwidth spans over 60 GHz or 3.45 Angstroms.
The output coupler's radius of curvature was chosen to provide a good match
between the pump spot size at the HR and laser's TEMOO gaussian mode of 0.60 mm
diameter. Mode-locking of the laser system was done by active amplitude modulation of a
TeO2 acousto-optic modulator. The modulator was custom built for our design
specifications at NEOS Technologies. It is 97% transmissive at 1.31 pm with an active
aperture of 1 mm, sufficient to cover the intracavity mode diameter. The acousto-optic
modulator was designed to resonate at frequencies near 500 MHz to allow for efficient loss
modulation and a 1 GHz output pulse repetition rate. It is driven by an rf oscillator
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delivering between 1.5 and 2 Watts to the 50 ohms load. At these rf power levels we
measured approximately 10% of loss modulation efficiency. The cavity has an optical
length that corresponds to approximately 1 ns round trip time and is matched by adjustment
of a micrometer translation stage that holds the output coupler. A schematic of the GHz
laser configuration is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
TeO2
mode-locker
BUNDLE
AR @ 790 nm
Nd:YLF /
HR @ 1.3 1lg m
60 cm RoC
output
coupler
FIGURE 6. 3 Actively mode-locked diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser configuration
The first mode-locking attempts yielded pulses with significant energy in the wings.
An autocorrelation trace of such a pulse is shown in Figure 6.4. We believe that this result
is a combination of a gaussian pulse accompanied by a small echo emanating from spurious
reflections in the cavity, most probably a reflection from the back surface of the Nd:YLF
crystal. The poor spectrum shape with ripples shown in Figure 6.5 is indicative of the
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FIGURE 6. 4 Second harmonic autocorrelation
appears from spurious reflections in the cavity.
trace of poor mode-locking. Echo pulse
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FIGURE 6. 5 Optical spectrum measured with scanning Fabry Perot for poor mode-
locking case. The large intensity modulation indicates spurious intracavity reflections.
We find that to suppress the echo pulses sufficiently it is necessary to increase the
rf driver power. This must be done with caution since too much power (over 2.5 Watts) can
severely damage the TeO2 crystal. To fully optimize the modulation efficiency and
therefore the pulse width, the bragg angle of the acousto-optic crystal is adjusted with a 3-
axis tilt stage while monitoring the reflected rf power with a Bird meter. It is important to
match the cavity round trip frequency (by adjusting the length) to the rf driver frequency as
well as to one of the corresponding resonant response frequencies of the acousto-optic
modulator. The laser output is then a steady 1 GHz pulse stream with 550 mW (the current
mode-locked power level has dropped to 300 mW after about a year of operation due to the
burning out of some of the diodes in the 10 Watt diode array) of average power, providing
a clean and stationary second-harmonic autocorrelation trace shown in Figure 6.6 112. The
pulse width is 17 ps when fit with a gaussian profile.
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FIGURE 6. 6 Second harmonic autocorrelation trace of the pulse from an actively mode-
locked diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser. The pulse repetition rate is 1 GHz and the its
temporal width is approximately 17 ps assuming a gaussian profile.
From the optical spectrum in Figure 6.7 obtained with a scanning Fabry Perot, we see the
Fourier harmonics of the pulse train separated by a GHz. The FWHM is approximately 44
GHz, leading to a time-bandwidth product of 0.66, which is 1.5 times the transform limit.
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FIGURE 6. 7 Optical spectrum of mode-locked pulse obtained with scanning Fabry
Perot. Shown are the Fourier components of the GHz pulse train. The FWHM is
approximately 44 GHz, leading to a time-bandwidth product of 1.5 the transform limit.
During the process of optimizing the mode-locking and especially in matching the
cavity round trip frequency with the acousto-optic rf driver, it is beneficial to monitor the
rf frequency spectrum. This measurement is simply done by illuminating a fast photo diode
(approximately 30 ps rise time) and feeding its output to an rf spectrum analyzer. Our
spectrum analyzer is limited to 8 GHz, but the first few Fourier components of the mode-
locked pulse train can be observed. When quality pulses are achieved the rf spectrum
shown in Figure 6.8 is a steady trace of delta functions separated by 1 GHz. In addition, it
is helpul to silmultaneously monitor the pulses in the time domain with a fast photodiode
to assure good mode-locking. The step change in noise floor level is due to the spectrum
analyzer filter change.
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FIGURE 6. 8 Spectrum of first 8 Fourier components (0 to 8 GHz) measured with a fast
photo diode and an rf spectrum analyzer. The first spike near 500 MHz is a spurious pick-
up from the driver.
By zooming in on one of the harmonics we obtain a more accurate reading of the laser noise
characteristics. In Figure 6.9 a measurement taken with the spectrum analyzer near the first
harmonic frequency reveals relaxation oscillation noise sidebands around 40 kHz. The
sidebands are, however, 60 dB below the carrier.
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FIGURE 6. 9 Noise spectrum measurement with rf analyzer near the first Fourier
harmonic at 1 GHz. The window span is 200 kHz. Relaxation oscillation noise sidebands
are evident near 40 kHz, but are 60 dB below the carrier.
6.3 Experimental results for squeezing with GHz pump
In the experimental configuration illustrated in Figure 6.10 112, the pump passes
through an isolator and a variable attenuator and is then coupled into a 90/10 polarization
maintaining (PM) fiber coupler. The 90% output port of the coupler is fusion-spliced to the
fiber ring interferometer, composed of a 50/50 PM fiber coupler and 90 meters of PM fiber
(Fujikura sm.13-p). Before connecting the interferometer, the splitting ratio of the 50/50
coupler which is crucial to the separation of the squeezed vacuum was tested and
determined to be accurate to within 0.2%. Since the local oscillator power is larger than the
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squeezed signal power by a factor of approximately 3000, the imperfect splitting ratio of
the coupler can be neglected.
GHz Dulse train inPut fiber (nonlinear)
3 dB
PZT
FIGURE 6. 10 Experimental configuration for squeezing with GHz pulsed pump source
Both the local oscillator and squeezed signal pulses propagate through the entire
nonlinear fiber loop and are therefore well matched temporally in phase and shape. An
additional phase correction, done with a simple time delay, must be imparted upon the local
oscillator in order to project the squeezed quadrature. By varying this phase, we can
measure the squeezed noise quadrature as well as the orthogonal anti-squeezed noise
quadrature which also contains the GAWBS noise.
The shot noise level is measured by blocking the squeezed signal port and reading
the power spectral density of the difference current. To ascertain that blocking the signal
port results in shot noise and no excess noise is contributed by the system, we also
calibrated the shot noise level obtained with direct laser excitation of the balanced
detectors. We can determine the shot noise level for a given detector current with an
accuracy of 0.1 dB. Two separate receivers were used, one designed for high frequencies
(5 to 90 MHz), and the second for low frequencies (dc to 100 kHz). With the high frequency
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receiver unit the shot noise level was verified for the full bandwidth and a linear response
was measured for detector currents between 5 and 50 mA. With the second, low frequency
unit, shot-noise-limited detection was achieved above 50 kHz and the linear detection
regime ranged from 200 g-A to 40 mA. Below 50 kHz the laser's relaxation oscillation noise
band, which peaks at 40 kHz, could not be fully canceled. In Figure 6.11 the laser noise
spectrum between dc and 100 kHz is shown with (top curve) and with out (lower curve) the.
cancellation by the balanced receiver. The vertical scale is 15 dB/division, and we see that
the balance circuitry is subtracting over 40 dB of noise at dc. A close up of the cancellation
measured from dc to 10 kHz reveals that shot noise level noise is achieved at very low
frequencies, between approximately 5 and 10 kHz. Evidently the diode-pumped system
exhibits even lower noise levels than the already very quiet 100 MHz laser described in
Chapter 3, which was also actively mode-locked but flashlamp pumped. One disadvantage
of the diode-pumped system is the larger relaxation oscillation noise that could not be fully
suppressed even with over 40 dB of cancellation.
FIGURE 6. 11 Diode pumped laser noise measurement with direct excitation (top curve)
and after balanced cancellation (lower curve) between dc and 100 kHz. Shot noise limit is
obtained above 50 kHz. Vertical scale is 15 dB/division.
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As an initial measurement we compare the GAWBS spectrum obtained with the
pulsed input to that obtained with a cw input of equal average power. The power level used
was 20 mW, sufficiently low to render a negligibly small nonlinear phase. Since the
GAWBS magnitude for this pulse width scales with the average power, the two spectra
should be identical if there is indeed no overlap of GAWBS noise in the pulsed case. In
Figure 6.12 the GAWBS spectrum obtained with the 1 GHz pulsed input is shown from 5
to 90 MHz. The curve is identical to that obtained with a cw input, indicating that the pulse
repetition rate is sufficiently high to avoid any substantial overlap of the GAWBS noise
peaks. The shot noise level curve is approximately 1 dB below the background level in
between the GAWBS peaks, and follows the same frequency response as the balanced
receiver circuit gain.
START 3.0 MHz STOP 95.00 MHz
FIGURE 6. 12 GAWBS power spectrum (shown from 5 to 90 MHz) obtained with the
balanced homodyne receiver by measuring the phase noise quadrature. The input average
power of the 1 GHz mode-locked pulses is 20 mW. The exact same spectrum is obtained
when the laser is operated cw.
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With the high repetition rate source, measurements free of GAWBS noise can be
performed at low frequencies, below the onset frequency of the first GAWBS peak, and at
higher frequencies between GAWBS peaks. We stabilized the relative phase between the
local oscillator and squeezed vacuum signal along the squeezed quadrature direction with
a feedback loop as in reference[79]. The low frequency squeezing results shown in Figure
6.13 were measured between 80 and 100 kHz. With the maximum input average power of
210 mW in each of the counter-propagating fields in the ring, 5.1 dB of noise reduction was
achieved. The top trace in Figure 6.13 with a vertical scale of 2.5 dB/division is the shot
noise level and the lower trace is the stabilized squeezed noise level. This power level is
equivalent to a nonlinear phase shift of 4.2 radians. The shot noise level was approximately
17 dB above the thermal noise floor of the detectors and amplifiers.
2.5 dB/div
80 KHz
210 mW average power
in each propagation direction
<(> ~ 4.2 radians
100 KHz
FIGURE 6. 13 Stabilized squeezing measurement at low frequencies (80-100 kHz). Top
curve is the shot noise level, lower curve is the squeezed noise level. Vertical scale is 2 dB/
division, 5.1 dB of direct noise reduction achieved.
The squeezing of 5.1 dB can be explained solely by the overall quantum efficiency
of the homodyne detection, estimated to be 85%, and by the gaussian shape of the pulses.
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Since the pulses are not rectangular, the intensity dependent nonlinear phase shift is not
constant across the temporal profile of the pulse. The result is a varying squeezing
magnitude and phase across the pulse profile. In the experiment the local oscillator is
provided with a fixed correction phase shift across the pulse profile leading to an imperfect
projection of the squeezed signal and a limit on the maximum measurable noise reduction
as described in Chapter 3. In Figure 6.14 we illustrate the fit of the squeezing and anti-
squeezing levels (indicated with markers) obtained with a range of input power levels to
the analytical projection (solid curve) obtained with the assumption of gaussian pulses and
an 85% quantum efficiency. Also shown (dashed curve) is the ideal squeezing
measurement with a matching gaussian bias phase and perfect efficiency.
FIGURE 6. 14 Squeezing and anti-squeezing magnitude (black markers) measured
between 80 and 100 kHz for a range of input powers (maximum was 440 mW) plotted
along the analytical predictions with the assumptions of a gaussian pulse shape and 85%
detection quantum efficiency (solid curves). The dashed curve is the expected optimum
squeezing with perfect detection and ideal local oscillator phase bias.
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In Figure 6.15 the results are shown for the measurement taken between 10 and 30
MHz with about 440 mW of average power in the ring. The upper trace is the shot noise
level and the lower trace is the squeezed quadrature noise projection. The shot noise level
exhibits a small dependence with frequency that is due to the balanced receiver gain
response and is accounted for in the shot noise calibration. The noise floor level is
approximately 15 dB below the shot noise and is measured when no light is incident upon
the detectors. From the squeezing curve, it is clear that at the narrow frequency intervals
intercepted by the two GAWBS peaks squeezing is destroyed. The lowest squeezing level
obtained outside the GAWBS is approximately 4 dB below shot noise, limited by the
electronics, namely the nonlinear response of the balanced receiver with low detector
currents.
START 10.00 MHz STOP 30.00 MHz
FIGURE 6. 15 Squeezing measured between GAWBS peaks from 10 to 30 MHz with 440
mW of average power input. Upper curve is the shot noise level and lower curve is the
squeezed noise level. At frequencies corresponding to GAWBS excitations the squeezing
is destroyed.
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6.4 Summary
In conclusion, we have shown that squeezing free of GAWBS noise in fiber is
possible with a high repetition rate pulsed source. The laser source is a diode-pumped
Nd:YLF laser actively mode-locked at 1.314 gm. The 5.1 dB of noise reduction below the
shot noise level is limited only by the pulse shape and the quantum efficiency of the
detection. With the exception of narrow frequency windows that include GAWBS noise
peaks, measurements can be performed within a significant portion of the total bandwidth.
The important low frequency (kHz) regime is available with limitation set only by classical
laser noise. A diode-pumped fiber laser, for example, is expected to be nearly shot noise
limited at even lower kHz frequencies.
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Chapter 7.0 Fiber Gyro with Squeezing
7.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters squeezing experiments in a fiber ring using pulsed
pumping excitation have been discussed and shown to yield successful results when
schemes which avoid GAWBS were employed. Over 5 dB of noise reduction below the
standard quantum limit has been measured directly and a 3 dB signal-to-noise ratio
improvement beyond the shot noise limit has been demonstrated in a Mach Zehnder
interferometer. The pulsed excitation avoids SBS which plagued previous squeezing
experiments in fiber that used a quasi cw excitation and faced low Brillouin scattering
thresholds. The Sagnac ring configuration separates the pump from the squeezed radiation
and therefore permits observation at low (40 kHz) frequencies, because pump noise
fluctuations do not accompany the squeezed radiation.
The separation of the pump from the squeezed radiation has the other advantage that
no power need be wasted in the squeezing process. All of the pump power can, in principle,
be reused as the signal in a Sagnac ring fiber gyro. This may be the first practical
application of the new squeezing scheme. Before one may realize the scheme, however,
several issues must be addressed. As we shall explain later, the nonlinearity in the fiber
gyro produces squeezing of its own, but in an unfavorable direction. The question then is
how nonlinear can the fiber gyro be before the beneficial effect of the squeezed radiation
injected into its vacuum port is lost. Further, it is not yet known whether the nonlinearities
of the fiber, enhanced by the use of pulsed radiation, will pose problems not encountered
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with (quasi) cw excited fiber gyros.
In the present chapter we outline a design of a fiber gyro 1l3, in cascade with the
squeezing ring. We show how the shot noise limited signal-to-noise ratio of the gyro can
be overcome with squeezed radiation injected in the vacuum port of the gyro in the case
when the gyro can be considered linear. Since both the squeezing ring and the fiber gyro
use comparable fiber lengths, nonlinearities in the gyro are unavoidable, assuming that the
same intensity pulses are used in both. This is, of course, the desirable way of operation,
since otherwise signal-to-noise ratio would be sacrificed. Finally, we establish limits on the
nonlinearity of the fiber gyro such that the decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio is made
acceptable.
7.2 Fiber squeezer and gyro in cascade
Consider next the Sagnac ring squeezer discussed earlier in cascade with a fiber ring
gyro. For the moment assume that the fiber gyro is linear. We show the schematic using the
equivalent Mach-Zehnder interferometer in Figure 7.1. In the fiber ring configuration, the
input and output ports are physically identical. In order to separate the outcoming pump
from the ingoing pump, a nonreciprocal coupler is needed that transmits all of the forward
traveling wave, and fully cross-couples the backward traveling wave. A similar isolation
has to be provided for the vacuum ports.
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FIGURE 7. 1 Squeezer followed by a linear gyro sensor.
Figure 7.1 shows the progress of the signal and noise through the system. The
squeezer prepares the squeezed radiation (designated with the operator amplitude b) in one
output port, the pump (designated with the operator f') emerges from the other output port.
The phase shifter rotates the principal axes. This squeezed radiation enters the Sagnac gyro.
The pump of the first ring is used as the signal injected into the gyro. The phase shifts in
the two arms are not identical, due to the Sagnac effect, and a net signal emerges in the
vacuum output port of the gyro. This is the gyro signal to be measured. (We have assumed
that the squeezing ring experiences no Sagnac effect. This can be accomplished by proper
winding of the fiber ring.) Because squeezed radiation has been injected into the vacuum
port of the gyro, the inphase noise of the signal is reduced. The balanced homodyne
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detector sees a signal accompanied by a noise smaller than shot noise. Standard zero point
fluctuations entering the vacuum port of the gyro would give shot noise. In this simple
picture we have ignored the effect upon the noise of the Sagnac imbalance of the gyro. This
is the usual approximation that ignores signal dependent noise.
The preceding discussion shows clearly why the operation of squeezing and that of
the Sagnac gyro measurement has to be separated into two rings. The squeezing produces
an ellipse with a major axis of orientation that tends toward perpendicularity with respect
to the pump phasor. If the pump is used as the Sagnac signal source, and noise reduction is
to be achieved, the major axis has to be rotated in parallel to its phasor. Next, consider the
case when the gyro itself is a nonlinear Mach Zehnder. The pulse will do its own squeezing,
in the wrong direction as explained earlier. However, some of the effect can be
counterbalanced as already pointed out in the context of a quantum nondemolition
measurement 114,115,116 . The analysis is in fact quite simple, if one takes advantage from
the start of an important property of the balanced nonlinear Mach Zehnder interferometer.
It turns out that, in the linearization approximation, the noise fluctuations entering either
arm get squeezed independentlyll5
Therefore, we need solely follow the fate of the squeezed vacuum input through the
gyro in order to ascertain the effect upon the noise of the gyro nonlinearity. Figure 7.2
shows the system again with a nonlinear gyro. An inset in the figure illustrates how one
must prepare the squeezed vacuum to counterbalance, in part, the effect of the gyro
nonlinearity. The major axis of the ellipse of the squeezed vacuum input has to be inclined
by an appropriate negative angle. As the fluctuations pass through the interferometer, the
nonlinearity will phase shift the fluctuations in phase with the signal more than those in
quadrature, resulting in an output with a horizontal major axis. We will present the analysis
in the following sections.
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FIGURE 7. 2 Squeezer followed by a nonlinear gyro, with squeezed vacuum preparation
at the input to the gyro.
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7.3 Signal-to-noise ratio calculations
In this section we calculate the signal-to-noise ratio for cw (not pulse) excitation of
our gyro setup using homodyne detection 113 . The configuration of homodyne detection is
shown in Figure 7.3. A local oscillator field, with the operator fL, is mixed with the gyro
f Aý
signal, , and its accompanying noise, &, through a 50/50 beam splitter. The output
currents of the two photodetectors are subtracted to suppress the fluctuation from the local
oscillator. Here f is the output pump of the gyro and A4 is rotation-induced phase
imbalance.
s+ n
FIGURE 7. 3 Schematic of the homodyne detection used to measure the gyro rotation.
The separated noise component, C^, is the lowest order noise which would be encountered
in a balanced interferometer. We have ignored the higher order noise term that arises from
the Sagnac imbalance. This term is proportional to A4 and is of much smaller magnitude
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in comparison with C^. The noise operator CA obeys the following commutation relation:
[I, att] = 1 (7.1)
The operation of homodyne detection is described compactly by means of the
following vector notation. By defining
t A (7.2)
g Vg 2, (7.3)
C = , (7.4)
with the subscripts 1 and 2 indicating the real and imaginary parts respectively, the
operation of homodyne detection is simply the projection of the incoming optical field into
the local oscillator field. The output of the homodyne detection consequently becomes,
s + + fL (7.5)
where the superscript T indicates a transpose. The first term in Equation (7.5) is the signal
term and the second term is the noise term. We have also replaced fL by its c-number
expectation value, thereby ignoring the noise of the local oscillator compared to the
amplified (squeezed) zero point fluctuation. The signal power is given by,
s= Is12 2-  (AM)2  (7.6)
and the noise power is given by,
N = (h2 ) = fC()fL (7.7)
Here we defined the matrix function
1 ,T T
C (2) (^ + (AC ) (7.8)2
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as the symmetrized correlation matrix of the operator vector C^. For a coherent state, the
correlation matrix is I/4 with I being the identity matrix, and thus its noise power is,
1,,TANc ff (7.9)
4
This is the shot noise level.
To simplify the expressions, we define,
AT,
SL = ffL, and (7.10)
Sg = /fg , (7.11)
where SL is the local oscillator power and Sg is output pump power of the gyro. We now
define F, the matching factor between the signal and the local oscillator (0 5 F < 1) as:
I r 2
F- V (7.12)SLS g
When fL ocfg, the local oscillator and the signal are perfectly matched and F =1. In the
present (cw) case, perfect matching is simply achieved by equating the phases offL and f.
The squeezing reduction factor R, is defined as the ratio between the noise power N to the
shot noise power Ne,
N fJC ())f,R - - = (7.13)
N 1c -tS
4
Using the above notation we can now obtain compact expressions for the signal power S,
the noise power N, and the signal-to-noise ratio S/N for the cw excited fiber gyro:
S = 2FSLS (A)) 2 (7.14)
1N = ISLR, and (7.15)
4
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S 2FS 2S (A4) (7.16)
N R
From Equation (7.16) it is immediately apparent that the noise reduction factor R (<1) will
increase the signal-to-noise ratio, which is in accord with fact that squeezed vacuum will
improve the sensitivity of such a measurement.
7.4 Analysis of the nonlinear gyro
By choosing the phase of the outgoing pump as the phase reference, the squeezed
vacuum emerging from the squeezer fiber ring is described by the operator as defined in
Chapter 2,
b = Ro + o (7.17)
where the squeezing parameters are 0o and vo are,
L o = 1 +j(s Vo = j(cs (7.18)
The nonlinear phase shift in the squeezer is Ds. The operator b is shifted by phase 0 by
means of the phase shifter shown in Figure 7.2, and is then squeezed by the gyro with
squeezing parameters,
Rg = 1 +jAg Vg = j(Dg (7.19)
Here Dg is the nonlinear phase shift incurred in the fiber gyro.
It is convenient to define the nonlinear squeezing action in the squeezer and gyro
with matrices. Written in vector form, one obtains for the squeezed vacuum,
M= , (7.20)
where, from Equations (7.17) and (7.18), the squeezing matrix M0 is given by,
M°= = 1 (7.21)
The correlation matrix for the squeezer output is defined as,
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TC (b) = MoC(a)M;
1 (7.22)
C(b) = -MoM o4
and when Equation (7.21) is used becomes,
A 1 1 20 1,
S SC (b) = • 24 ' (7.23)
The maximum and minimum mean square fluctuations are the eigenvalues of the
correlation matrix obtained from solving for the determinant, are found to be,
= 1 + 21" + 2s + (7.24)
These are the familiar values obtained from the squeezing parameters for the maximum and
minimum noise values. By employing the useful matrix notation, we can proceed further
through the squeezer and nonlinear gyro system. In the next section the gyro operator
vector - is produced according to an equation similar to (7.20),
c = MR (0) b (7.25)
where R(O) is a simple rotation by a phase angle 0 produced by the phase shifter, and Mg
is a matrix equivalent to (7.21) with ( sD replaced by the nonlinear phase shift Dg of the gyro.
Since we always choose the phase of the outgoing pump as the phase reference, the gyro
signal is exactly orthogonal and is thus pure imaginary. To detect the maximum signal, one
has to rotate the local oscillator such that all its power is in the imaginary component:
fL= ] (7.26)
Here again we treat the local oscillator field as a c-number, ignoring the noise of the local
oscillator compared with the (homodyne) amplified squeezed vacuum. From Equation
(7.6) the noise power at the output is given by,
N = [ 1] C ()[ (7.27)
which can be expanded to,
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N= [0 1 MR () C(B) RT () M()M (7.28)
Insight can be gained by studying in more detail the matrix premultipliers and
postmultipliers. The premultiplier of Equation (7.28) is,
[O 1]M = [21 1] = + 4C [o 1]R(-0) (7.29)
where the angle 0 is determined by,
sin0= g ,and (7.30)
1 + 4(2g
cos = (7.31)
1 + 4 g
In the development of the following Equation (7.32) we recognize that the operation can be
1
written as the product of a rotation by angle 0, a projection, and the factor . With
1 + 4(2g
the aid of the above vector formalism, one may write the noise power as:
N = 1 + 4 g[]0R 1R (-0) R () C (b) R () RT  () (7.32)
In this form, it is easy to recognize the result. The product R (-0) R (4) is simply a rotation
that does not change the eigenvalues. By adjusting the value of ý, one can diagonalize the
matrix to bring the smaller of the two eigenvalues to the position 22 of the matrix. When
this is done, the mean square fluctuations are minimized to the smaller of the two values of
(7.24). The squeezing reduction factor R, is thus given by,
min [0 1[o1 MR () C (b) R (R 4 ) M
R= (7.33)
1
4
which becomes,
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(7.34)
9It is clear that (1 + 4c ) is the penalty factor due to the nonlinearity in the fiber gyro. If
2
the noise is not to be greatly enhanced, this factor must be kept close to unity, or 4 << 1.
This can be seen in Figure 7.4, where the squeezing ratio from (7.34) is plotted as a function
of 0s and 9g. Equation (7.34) hold for cw and rectangular pulses.
FIGURE 7. 4 Squeezing reduction factor plotted as a function of both Ds the squeezer
nonlinear phase shift and 0g the nonlinear phase shift in the gyro. This calculation applies
to cw of rectangular pulses.
To obtain the overall squeezing ratio for non-rectangular pulses (i.e. gaussian
pulses), one has to average the squeezing reduction across the whole pulse duration and
weigh the average by the local oscillator intensity:
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g2 (D2 2]2IJ C~(1 +4 9 )1+2 -20sl+(D
min { fL (t)]MR ( ) C (b (t) ) R () MT dtI
(t) dt
where fL (t) is the local oscillator pulse and now the nonlinear phase shifts are time
dependent, Ds. (t) and (Dg (t). Since we use the same pump pulse out of the gyro as the
local oscillator, fL (t) c (Ds (t) Oc (Dg (t) . Equation (7.35) is a general result for any pulse
shape. The cw case solution may be obtained by simply substituting a rectangular pulse
shape for fL (t) .
The result from (7.35) is plotted in figure 7.5 for the case of a Gaussian local
oscillator, and can be understood as follows. Both the squeezing magnitude and the
squeezing direction are functions of the intensity. Therefore, for non-rectangular pulses the
squeezing direction varies across the pulse duration. Since we only adjust the relative phase
by a constant 4, the best we can do is to choose 1 such that the noise contribution from the
peak is minimized. However, the mismatch of squeezing and detection directions also
limits the achievable minimum squeezing ratio to around 7 dB and makes the overall
squeezing more sensitive to the nonlinearity in the gyro loop. One way to get around this
problem is by shaping the phase of the local oscillator pulse to match the squeezing
direction across the whole pulse duration. By doing so, the optimum squeezing ratio can be
achieved but the overall matching factor F is also reduced because the local oscillator does
not match the signal perfectly.
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FIGURE 7. 5 Squeezing ratio as a function of the nonlinear phase shifts in the squeezer
and gyro (Ds and 0g respectively) for gaussian pulses.
Another way to avoid this problem is to work in the negative dispersion region (i.e.,
1.5 glm) and use solitons. The nonlinear phase of a soliton is constant across the whole
pulse. The performance of such "soliton gyro"' is shown in figure 7.6 (the details of the
calculation and discussions of soliton squeezing can be found in references
[117,118,119,120,121]). Compared with the case using gaussian pulses, the achievable
squeezing ratio is improved. However, compared with the case using rectangular pulses,
the effect of the nonlinearity in the gyro loop is more severe.
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FIGURE 7. 6 Squeezing ratio for solitons shown as a function of the nonlinear phase
shifts in the squeezer and gyro (dxs and Qg respectively).
7.5 Summary
In summary, if squeezed radiation is injected into a second Sagnac interferometer
functioning as a fiber gyro, which itself is nonlinear, additional unfavorable squeezing
occurs in the gyro. By proper phase adjustment of the injected squeezed radiation it is
possible to minimize this effect, as long as the Sagnac interferometer performing the
squeezing has a sufficiently large nonlinearity. We have shown that the nonlinearity in the
fiber gyro worsens the signal-to-noise ratio by increasing the noise above the squeezing
level of the "squeezer." The noise doubles when the phase (g acquired by the pulse in the
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gyro is equal to 0.5 radians. In order to achieve good squeezing, on the other hand, the
phase shift in the squeezer must be greater than tc. Thus the ratio of nonlinearities in the two
fibers must be of the order of six. The simplest way of implementing such a ratio would be
by making the squeezing fiber six times longer than the gyro fiber. It is not clear whether
that is feasible, because classical noises may become dominant if the squeezing fiber is
made too long. Another way would be to use fibers of different core diameter for the two
rings. This could be exploited only to a limited degree since single mode operation is
required. The present investigation clarified one of the effects of the nonlinearity in a fiber
gyro using squeezed radiation.
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Chapter 8.0 Conclusions
8.1 Summary of results
The quantum mechanical nature of light is routinely tested and measured as it
manifests itself in the form of quantum noise. Fluctuations caused solely by the fact that
electromagnetic fields are treated quantum mechanically and therefore obey the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle are observed in practical systems. This quantum noise
although fundamental, is very much an important concern for real sensors 1'2 , gravitational
wave detectors 8' 10 ,12, interferometers 7,9, 11, and amplifiers1 22,123 . The only way one may
beat the standard quantum limit on sensitivity is by settling on a measurement of only one
observable or quadrature. Through squeezing, the noise magnitude in one quadrature of the
field can be reduced at the expense of increased noise in the orthogonal quadrature.
This thesis is a product of extensive investigations both experimental and analytical
on the employment of optical fibers for the generation of squeezed states and their use in
reducing quantum noise in phase sensitive measurements. Within the realm of optical
energies and pulse widths that were used in the described experiments, the most prohibiting
excess noise source has been the thermally induced fiber index fluctuations termed Guided
Acoustic Wave Brillouin Scattering. Most of the work has indeed been dedicated to the
measurement, modeling, and suppression of this thermally induced phase noise for the
purpose of performing the squeezing experiments. The success of the experiments leads us
to a more refined understanding of the limitations and new possibilities that this technique
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can produce.
We described two successful methods for overcoming GAWBS. In the dual pulse
cancellation scheme90,94, the input laser pulse was split into two pulses separated by a short
time delay such that they would experience the same fluctuations. At the detection, one
pulse was x-phase shifted with respect to the second in the pair and the net contribution to
the difference current noise from GAWBS was canceled. This experiment was somewhat
elaborate in that it was required to synchronize the laser's repetition rate to the it-phase rf
driver frequency and the n-phase modulation signal had to overlap with the pulse
separation. Nevertheless, successful suppression of the GAWBS was achieved and an
interferometric measurement utilizing the squeezed vacuum was demonstrated with a
signal-to-noise ratio better than the standard quantum limit. In a second method, a high
repetition rate pulse source was used to eliminate the overlap of phase noise sidebands
acquired by the adjacent harmonics 112. Squeezing was observed at low frequencies before
the onset of the first GAWBS excitation mode, and at higher frequencies in between peaks.
The GHz pulse source proved to be a convenient compact source for squeezing in fibers
independent of the particular fiber's GAWBS noise spectrum.
In a third technique used to circumvent the GAWBS noise the pump pulses
employed are ultra-short, of 100 to 200 fs in duration 88. With such short pulses of high peak
intensity, the fiber length necessary to obtain several radians of nonlinear phase shift can
be quite short, even less than one meter. This leads to a negligeable level of GAWBS which
scales linearly with the fiber length and average power (rather than peak power) product.
An extension of this technique currently being considered is the use of a very short fiber
length in a ring interferometer configuration. The fiber length would be short enough (less
than 20 cm) such that the transit time of the pulses in the ring is less than the inverse
bandwidth of the GAWBS spectrum. The fiber ring is then essentially frozen in time to the
acoustic noise since the two counter-propagating pulses experience the same fluctuations
which will cancel coherently when the pulses interfere back at the coupler. Efforts to
implement this experimental scheme are being currently pursued at MIT. One
consideration is the question of where the GAWBS bandwidth cuts off. In the 1.3 ltm
system we measured the cutoff frequency near 800 MHz, for shorter wavelengths the single
mode fiber's core diameter is smaller which may lead to a wider GAWBS bandwidth.
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8.2 Discussion
From the experimental results we find that after eliminating the GAWBS noise with
a GHz pulsed source, the measured squeezing becomes limited by the fact that the
nonlinear phase shift is not uniform across the pulse duration. Since the pulses used are not
rectangular, the intensity dependent nonlinear phase shift is not constant across the
temporal profile of each pulse. The center of the pulse with the highest peak intensity
acquires a larger nonlinear phase shift than the wings of the pulse. The squeezing
magnitude and phase direction follow the magnitude of this nonlinear phase shift and are
therefore also nonuniform across the temporal profile of the pulse. At the homodyne
detection, the gaussian local oscillator pulse is used to project the phase dependent noise
along its squeezed quadrature direction. Since the local oscillator is provided only with a
fixed correction phase shift (across its temporal profile) rather than a time varying one, the
projection of the squeezed noise is imperfect, and the maximum measurable noise
reduction is bounded.
This incomplete squeezing projection at the detection motivated the use of solitons
as the pump pulses. Solitons propagate through fiber in the negative group velocity regime
without changing shape because the nonlinear self phase modulation process counteracts
the dispersionl24,125. The resulting nonlinear phase shift acquired by solitons after several
soliton periods is constant across the pulse duration, which leads to a better projection of
the squeezed quadrature. It has been shown however that the optimum local oscillator for
the soliton case is not the sech-shaped local oscillator but a function that is a linear
combination of the soliton photon number and phase perturbation functions 117'118
Nevertheless even with a sech-shaped local oscillator the amount of measured squeezing is
better than the gaussian pulse case. A second limitation encountered with ultra-short pulses,
solitons or otherwise, is the excess noise from the Raman self frequency shift. This noise
termed POPS for phase sensitive optical phonon scattering 81, is similar to GAWBS except
that it involves light scattering from optical rather than acoustic phonons in the fiber.
Recently it has been shown by numerical studies that moderate amounts (5-10 ps2/Km) of
positive dispersion in the fiber can improve the measured squeezing with gaussian
pulses126. In the positive dispersion regime, the pulse can be shaped to approach a
rectangular profile without affecting the squeezing. The actual measured squeezing
magnitudes might be used to estimate the fiber dispersion experienced by the pulses in the
ring interferometer, and the values compared with those assessed from measurements of
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pulse width changes after propagation.
The quantum efficiency of the detectors also places a strict limit on the observable
noise reduction. With detectors of 90% quantum efficiency, for example, the largest
possible value of squeezing is 10 dB below the shot noise level. Additional instrumentation
faults that affect the measured squeezing outcome, include nonlinear detector responsivity,
electronics amplifier noise, and the spectrum analyzer noise floor. We encountered the
nonlinearity of the detector's current versus voltage curve in the high frequency balanced
receiver. The correct reduced noise level could not be accurately measured because at those
detector current levels the change in voltage was not linear. If the amplifier noise is too
large, small noise level signals cannot be accurately detected. Further, it is imperative in the
experiment to ensure that the reference shot noise level is at least 10 to 15 dB above the
combined spectrum analyzer and amplifier noise floors. For example if the shot noise level
is only 10 dB above the electronics noise floor, as much as 10% of the noise is thermal thus
degrading the measurable quantum noise reduction. By measuring the exact noise levels for
a range of detector currents in the balanced receiver an accurate calibration of the quantum
noise is obtained.
Finally, we consider the issue of sensor nonlinearity counteracting the squeezing as
discussed in the context of a gyro in Chapter 7. In order to achieve the best possible
squeezing pulses of high peak intensity are used to obtain large nonlinear phase shifts. We
have shown that this objective is exactly counter productive for the gyro sensor. High
nonlinearities act to undo and perhaps worsen the benefits of squeezing. The nonlinearity
in the sensor could be somewhat reduced by using a larger fiber core size and shorter
length. These approached are however limited since the range in core size for single mode
operation is not vast, and longer rather than shorter fiber lengths are most favorable for the
gyro signal. In a proposal by Doerr et al. 127, the use of linear dispersion to stretch the pulses
emerging from the squeezer before entering the gyro is studied. This is a similar technique
to ones used in radar and high powered amplifiers to avoid nonlinearities and saturationl 28
It is shown that a linear lossless dispersive element inserted between the squeezer and
sensor will not harm the squeezing. The stretched pulses with greatly reduced peak
intensity diminish the nonlinearities in the sensor. Additionally for the case of a fiber gyro,
the dispersed pulses which collide as they counter-propagate in the ring do not increase the
backscatter noise129 which is a major concern for fiber gyros.
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